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The Capital Campaign:
Where's the $50 Million Going?
-By David Kilborn-
Special to the Tripod
The change of presidents at
Trinity this past J uly, coupled with
the death of former Vice Presi-
dent of Development, Constance
Ware, has left the college without
a concrete plan for long range




capital campaign, $8 million
above the original goal, Ware's
death has left the development
office without a permanent direc-
tor to lead a new cycle of fun-
draising.
Thus Gerety finds himself in
a position akin to President
Bush's. Gerety wants money for
more faculty as Bush needs money
to fight drugs, but the budgets of
both constrain their ambitions.
Gerety's position also marks
what could be a significant reori-
entation or change in fundraising
objectives. He would depart from
the emphasis in recent years on
brick and mortar projects.
According to Dean of Ad-
missions David M. Borus, chair-
man of the newly established
president's search committee to
find a successor to Ware, the
process was delayed by Gerety's
arrival. Borus added that the
president had to acclimate him-
self to Trinity before he could
address the college's specific need
for funds.
The search committee,
formed in a letter from Gerety to
Borus
on October 4th, met once on
October 26th and will convene
again on December 1 lth. At the
October meeting, and through
personal contact between Borus
and members of the committee,
an approximate deadline of Janu-
ary 1 for applications for the job
of head of development has been
established. The committee will
then assess the candidates by the
end of February.
Borus said the job descrip-
tion is still being worked on and it
should be announced sometime
next week. The Board of Trustees
will make the final decision.
Until the search committee
Security -Names- Assistant Directors
-By Rich Zednick-
News Writer
Trinity Security is banking
°n the expression that "two heads
are ^tter than one". Following
mis summer's resignation of Bill
Mlivan, former assistant secu-
nty director, Tony Bostick and
wmOlson were hired as co-assis-
t s to replace Sullivan.
Each of the newcomers is
ng w l l d d llJ, ell-educated, an  we
qualified for the job. Bostick,
>™ began his work here in July,
Pataited from American Inter-
national College in 1980 with a
HAin Education. He learned valu-
* "people skills" while work-
78 at Philip Morris and gained
^ol|ege campus security experi-
ence at Wesleyan University.
I °n '""rived in August follow-
ng her work on the Oregon state
P"«ce force and two and a half
• ars Wlt» an accounting firm in
Boston. She graduated from Stan-
ford University in 1986.
The advantage of having two
people filling the position is that
more work is able to be covered
more effectively. The change in
structure is another step in
Trinity's effort to further profes-
sionalize the security departmen t.
Under the supervision of Dean of
Students David Winer and Direc-
tor of Security Bill Rucci, who
has now been here for two and a
half years, expectations, stan-
dards, and pay have all risen.
Having two assistant direc-
tors has been especially valuable
while Mr. Rucci has been absent
due to medical reasons.
Undernormal circumstances,
the force is divided into A squad,
B squad, and C squad. Mr. Rucci
is in charge of the A squad which
is on duty from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.,
Mr. Bostick heads the B squad
from 3 p.m. to 11 p.m., and Ms.
Olson supervises the C squad
which runs from 11 p.m. to 7 a.m..
Security is, as most members of
the Trinity Community are fully
aware, a vital part of life at Trin-
ity-
The Security Department
ensures the safety of students, and
as it is said that, "It is better to be
safe than sorry." With two new
Assistant heads of Security, Trin-
ity intends to become even safer
than it has been for years.
provides the President's office and
Board of Trustees with a candi-
date, the current Acting Director
of Development, Laurence S.
Duffy, will continue to run vari-
ous fundraising efforts and solicit
gifts. Duffy said the Annual fund,
which is completed each fiscal
year, is still functioning smoothly
despite the lack of long term goals
for capital gifts.
President Gerety's desire to
raise Trinity's academic reputa-
tion through increasing the size
and salaries of the faculty is well
known. Athisinaguration Gerety
said,"I say to those colleges who
have come today, and to some
who have not, we will fight you
for our faculty, tooth and nail and
salary and city—we want the best
and we will have the best. There
must be no better place to teach
and no better place to do research."
Gerety insists that while no
formal plan has been instituted to
provide Trinity with the funds
needed for his new policy, he
firmly stands behind his inaugu-
ration address and assures that
any new capital campaign will
most likely look for funds for
academic purposes and not brick
and mortar projects.
Duffy and Bob A.Pedemonti,
Vice President for Finance and
Treasurer, expressed the same
view. Duffy said the college will
be positioning for "long term
academics, not real building."
TofulfillGerety'sobjectives,
a new capital campaign will have
to earmark a large portion of funds
for academic programs, specifi-
cally new faculty positions and
faculty research. Pedemonti noted
that "50% to 60% of most col-
leges' expenditures are labor re-
Continued on Page 5
Trinity Grads Spar in Council Race
-By Jay Akasie-
New Writer
The fierce contest for the last
three seats on the Hartford City
Council attracted much attention
on Election Day, November 8.
The "Battle of the Trinity Grads"
saw Roger Ladd '50, a conserva-
tive Republican alumnus, nar-
rowly defeat John Bonelli '74, an
alumnus representing the progres-
sive People for Change party.
Roger B. Ladd, in his re-election
to the City Council, has the dis-
tinction of retaining one of the last
positions of Hartford government
held by the GOP. Ladd1 s position
as the sole Republican on the City
PhodriS s o l d T- s h i r t s Saturday urging the Trinity community to take a firmer stand against racism.
, J ° Dy Sue Mui k
Council is believed to be the only
opposing factor to the Council's
anticipated swing to more liberal
policies.
Besides Ladd, the Council
retained its six Democratic seats,
and the two held by the People for
Change party. The Majority
Democrats, as in the past, control
the Council, but (he People for
Change members had promoted a
possible coalition with two of the
more liberal Democrats. As a
result of Ladd's re-election, such
a coalition wilt not be possible.
The People for Change candi-
date, John G. Bonelli, lost his bid
Tuesday amidst controversy.
Bonelli, the first openly homo-
sexual candidate in Hartford poli-
tics, claims he lost the third seat
on anti-homosexual and racist
campaign propaganda.
Campaign literature, which
bore the name of the Connecticut
Citizens for Decency, said "Say
no to John Bonelli and immoral-
ity." It went on to state that
homosexuals are at high risk of
spreading AIDS, which "decent
citizens" pay to treat through taxes.
The pamphlet said to vote for
Republican Patrick L. Kennedy.
Kennedy denied any in-
volvment with the message.
Kennedy said he would opt to
attack an opposing candidate's
issues rather than his behavior. "I
believe in negative campaigning,"
Kennedy said. "I've done my
share of it - but I would have
campaigned against their ideas,
which are loony, but not him as a
person."
•Life on Other Planets
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Opinion
Editorial
Psi-U: Making an Impact
Earlier this semester the Tripod asked some pointed questions
about the sincerity of the Psi-U Academic and Social Club. The Tripod
was not convinced that Psi-U was prepared to make the commitment
to academic and community service activities which the title of the new
organization implied.
The brothers of Psi-U proved they were.
Over the past months, Psi-U has sponsored several lectures featur-
ing faculty and student speakers. They also initiated the Homecoming
Can-Can and led their annual Blood Drive.
This is the record of a fraternity which has recognized and utilized
its ability to make more than a social impact on the local community,
and for that the brothers should be commended.
Other fraternities, however, still lack a coherent, organized pro-
gram for academic and social action. Alpha Delta Phi's annual lecture,
combined with the painting of a local school, is a good start. It is up to
the brotherhood to follow through by planning events on a continuous
basis.
Pi Kappa Alpha was one of the sponsors of an event during the RA
Challenge during Alcohol Awareness Week, and theirpledges recently
completed their community service project. It's a beginning.
But where are the school's other recognized Greeks? Both
sororities have philanthropy chairwomen, but aside from the Kappa
Kappa Gamma Balloon derby, we see very little evidence of any
philanthropic ventures.
The Tripod does not mean to exclude other fraternities; virtually
all sponsor activities. But the Tripod would like to see more frequent,
better publicized activities, perhaps involving co-sponsorship by more
than one fraternity or sorority.
A dance during Hunger and Homelessness week co-sponsored by
the IFC and TCAC demonstrates the power of united fraternities. This
type of approach would lend the coherence to these activities which has
been lacking in the past.
Hunger & Homelessness
'Trinity is "in'the midst of Hunger arid Homelessness Week.
Observed at more than 600 colleges and universities nationwide, this
week provides us with the opportunity to reflect on two of society's
most pressing problems.
There are many of us who may choose not to attend any of the
activities being sponsored by student organizations this week. Many
of us will stilleat in SAGA Wednesday despite pleas to sacrifice a meal
for the hungry in America.
These are personal choices which each of us must make for him or
herself.
None of us, however, has a choice when it comes to recognizing
the human pain and-saerifice being cause be hunger and homelessness
here in the United States and throughout the world.
There are many problems in this world, so many in fact that we
sometimes despair. But hunger and homelessness are two of the most
basic a human can face on this Earth, and it is up to us, as some of the
best educated people in the world, to confront this problem.
TRINITY TRTPOD
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All letters must be received by 5 p.m. Friday. Only letters signed by the
author andmcludmgaphonenumberforverification will be considered for
publication. Though there is no limit on length, the Tripod reserves the right
to edit any submission over 250 words in length. Letters may be left on the
doorof theTnpod office (Jackson basement) or mailed to Box 13 0 The
Tripod can be reached at 297-2583.
Resolution on Minority Hiring:
One Step in Longer Process
To the Editor:
Because initiatives such as the
Resolution on Minority Hiring (recently
passed by the faculty and approved by the
Board of Trustees) have historically been
viewed as having purposes at odds with the
interests of women, we, the undersigned
members of the Women's Studies committee,
feel called upon to make the following
statement.
We wholeheartedly endorse the
decision of the faculty to approve the
Resolution on Minority Hiring. We also
recognize the continuing need to hire more
women faculty. However, we regard as
individuals the assumption that "minority"
and "women" are conflicting and mutually
exclusive categories. In the first place, 52
percent of the minority population are
women; this is a specific overlap of the
categories of "minority" and "women" there
is surely no conflict. But beyond this, we
believe that the hiring of more men and
women of color is a special, critical need
inextricably bound up with the interests of
women and Women's Studies at Trinity.
The presence of more minority faculty will
further the climate that Women's Studies
seeks to create of an open, egalitarian,
pluralistic community in which diverse
voices as an issue inseparable from the need
to increase the numbers of, particularly,
African-American and Latino/Latina
faculty. Without greater diversity, the quality
of pedagogy and of the entire educational
experience at Trinity suffers.
We see the Resolution on Minority
Hiring as one step in a longer process and as
an initiative that should influence all hiring
at Trinity. There is no teaching area in the
curriculum that is reserved for whites only;
nor are minority faculty qualified to teach
only certain subjects. Therefore, it is
important for all searches to be regarded as
and conducted as opportunities to recruit
minority staff. We see this proposal as an
integral part of the wider effort to be create a
more egalitarian education environment. We
hope that discussion of these matters will



















Students Harrassed Boy Scouts
To the Editor:
Amidst President Gerety's
push for Trinity to give more to
the community, I am sorry to
report an incident that made me
embarrassed to be associated with
the college. 1 serve as an adult
leader for a local Boy Scout troop
on New Park Avenue. This past
Saturday, November 4, the scouts
held a fundraiser to benefit a local





The American Studies Pro-
gram is very much part of efforts
to recruit more minority, faculty
' members and diversify the Col-
lege community, but your story
on this subject (see "Funds Allot-
ted," October 31) scrambles some
of the facts. It's true that a com-
mittee, chaired by Professor Jim
Miller is now at work on "re-
vamping the American Studies
program" to take in Afro-Ameri-
can studies, but that group is en-
tirely different from the Ad Hoc
Committee hasii' t yet gotten to the
point of renaming.American Stud-
ies, proposing a new. structure to
be "instituted next year," or mak-
ing any other fundamental deci-r
sion. Renewing a program that
has served the College well for
fifteen years is a delicate busi-
ness, and recruiting minority fac-






stood outside Edward's food mart
collecting donations all day. At
the following troop meeting on
November 8,1 was informed by
other leaders of the treatment
offered them by Trinity Students.
Apparently, when the boys ap-
proached Trinity students for
donations, they met with re-
sponses such as "Fuck Off' and
"Go to Hell." It was obvious that
they were Trinity students because
they were proudly wearing Trin-
ity shirts and caps. Even more
disturbing is that there were four
such incidents that day, each in-
volving different students. Imag-
ine how I felt to be associated
with such behavior.
Despite the treatment from
the Trinity students, this handful
of twelve-year-old boys raised
$500 for the charity in one day.
How does that compare to most-
service functions at Trinity?
Granted, the surrounding neigh-
borhood has plenty of scary char-
acters, but are these the ones you
want to put down? Understand
that not every kid in Hartford is
stealing, mugging and using drugs.
If you can't respect a Boy Scout
who gives up an entire Saturday
for a church, who can you re-
spect? I guess that's the point -
too many members of the Trinity
Community have no respect for
anything. Perhaps if we treated
our neighbors better, we wouldn' t
meet with so much resentment
from the local youth.
Such incidents should never
occur here. If you can't deal
properly with your fellow citi-
zens, then you've missed the most
important lesson of your college
career. College prepares us for
the rest of our lives, not just the
jobs we aspire to. Take full ad-
vantage of what is offered here,
and learn not to hurt others in the
process. Overall, Trinity is agreat
place, so don't make me ashamed
for being part of it.
Sincerely,
James B. Mackey '90
SGA Promotes Drive
For Soap and Toothpaste
To the Editor: provide a box for you to leave it
This week is Hunger and in. If you don't have a dorm rep or
Homelessness Week and the Stu- haven't been contacted, please
dent Government hopes that you bring the item(s) to Mather Front
will participate in or soap and desk where a collection box is
toothpaste drive. By now your located. It is a way that you can
dorm rep should have contacted help someone who is less fortu-
you about helping the homeless in nate than yourself. We hope that
a way that is inexpensive and yet everyone will take part in Hunger
serves a needy cause. All we're and Homelessness Week. Thank
requesting is that you donate a
new tube of toothpa'ste or a bar of
soap. Your dorm rep will either
come around and collect them or
you for your cooperation.
Sincerely,
Melissa R. Gold '90
Student Government President
The opinions expressed in these letters do not
necessarily reflect the views, thoughts, opinions.
or beliefs of the Tripod as a whole or in part.





This letter is directed to the
person(s) whom felt it necessary
to deface the womens' room stall
in Mather recently with "KKK".
The KKK is not an illegal
organization. Apart from the ille-
gal acts of murder, lynching and
destroying the property of other
(non-Arian) individuals as well
as the questionable doctrines of
white supremacy, this group, too,
is justified and may organize as it
pleases as long as it does not do so
at the expenses of the security and
property of others. Organizations
are an important part of a plural-
istic society because they repre-
sent the interest of all groups.
It seems to me that if the
graffiti artists who support this
group are so proud of such an
organization as to display "KKK"
on college property, they should
at least do so in a manner which
does not deface the buildings and
grounds of this college. Why hide
in a bathroom stall? Your pride
should not be mitigated by the






We are writing to express our
concern regarding the inclusion
of IDP students in the election
process for department fellows
and in determining class rank. We
believe it is essentially unfair to
asses IDP students on the same
basis as undergraduate students
who are enrolled on a full-time
basis.
While full-time undergradu-
ate students are required to com-
plete nine course credits in an aca-
demic year, IDP students, by
definition, have more discretion
in selecting the intensity and pace
of their studies; the GP A and other
academic achievements of the two
groups are simply not comparable.
We realize the many con-
straints placed upon IDP students,
who are typically working full-
time and are often supporting
families. In no way do we intend
to demean their efforts or imply
that they are not worthy to re-
ceive academic recognition.
IDP students deserve credit
where credit is due — in a sepa-
rate honors program which re-
flects the distinct quality of their
st"dies. Regardless of whether
the difficulties and challenges con-
fronting IDP students are greater
o r less than those of undergradu-
ates, it is inappropriate to evalu-
ate them on an equal basts. To do











your affiliations. Should you be
ashamed of identifying with this
organization, maybe it is not the
group for you. However, since
you did not care to sign your name
to the markings, I question the
extent to which you really do
identify with KKK.
The foregoing was written
under the assumption that the
markings were not a sick joke. If
they were, you should note that it
is not funny for the college prop-
erty to be defaced at the expense
of students of the present and of
the future. This is a college
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Student Auction Story Misguided
To The Editor,
The objective of this letter is
to correct the inaccuracies found
in last week's article about the
Second Student Auction for Trin-
ity.
The purpose of the Novem-
ber 2 auction was to raise money
for the students contribution to
the matching funds needed to
qualify for the Kresge Founda-
tion Challenge Grant. The Kresge
Foundation will give the College
$500,000 if Trinity raises an addi-
tional $2,000,000 by January 1,
1990. Proceeds from this grant
will help fund the construction of
the new academic building and
the Alumni/Faculty House.
Plans for the auction were
initiated last spring by a steering
committee often students in coor-
dination with Shirley Delong from
the Development Office. This
group was responsible for the
groundwork of the auction. In
addition, 45 students volunteered
their services on the night of the
auction.
MarkRussell implied that the
auction was not a successful as
the as expected; on the contrary,
the Second Student Auction for
Trinity was an extraordinary ac-
complishment.
Russell stated that "auction
officials had hoped to raise
$24,000 from the more than 180
items" and that "most items sold
below the estimated value." This
statement is not only incorrect,
but it is also misdirected. The
total value of the items in the
auction was estimated at $24,000.
However, by no means did we
expect to raise that full amount.
According to Jane Lewis from
Connecticut Public Television,
mostauctions raise approximately
60 to 70% of the original value of
the items. The total value of our
live auction was $15,010. From
the live auction, we raised $9,705,
which was 65% of the actual value
of the items. The Auction Com-
mittee was pleased with the final
sum of the auction profits. We
rasied $ 13,800 which superseded
the 1987 auction by $1,800.
The article concentrated too
much on monetary gains of the
auction; however, money was not
the main incentive for the fun-
draising event. The intention of
the auction was to bring the Trin-
ity community on an issue such
as improving college facilities.
Many dedicated people gave their
time and support to sponsor this
event for the Trinity community.
We were able to solicit over 180
gifts from businesses, faculty, stu-
dents, and staff. That in itself, was
a tremendous feat.
In this sense, the Second
Annual Student Auction for Trin-
ity was far more successful than
we had ever hoped. We not only
raised a comparable amount for






16th, the Student Health Advi-
sory Committee (SHAC) will be
sponsoring the Great American
Smokeout here on campus. The
smokeout was devised to give
smokers an incentive to quit the
death threatening habit. In the
United States, 40% men and 30%
women smokers die prematurely.
Many are unaware that ap-
proximately 5% of cigarette
smoke is carbon monoxide, which
deprives the body of oxygen and
causes the heart to over-work.
Cigarette smoking also increases
the risk of acquiring heart dis-
ease, cancers of mouth, pharynx,
bladder and many others.
SHAC invites all students,
administrators, and staff members
to help a friend, or colleague quit
smoking for one day. We would
like to think that this may be the
first step towards permanent quit-
ting. Those interested in sponsor-
ingsomeone can sign upatMather
Lobby Thursday, November 16th
or send their name and sponsor-
ship to the Medical Office c/o
SHAC. Thank-you and, don't




demic building and Alumni/Fac-
ulty House, but we brought to-
gether various groups, within the .
Trinity community for an tmpor-.
tant cause. The individuals who
gave their time and support should
be commended for-their dedica-
tion to the college.---* ; , . . : ;
• S i n c e r e l y , • .-.-.-••>••
Ngoc Dung Ho '90
Trinity to Host Minority-
Visitation Weekend
To the Editor:
This week, the Admissions
Office will be hosting its annual
Minority Student.,.,Visitation.,..
Weekend. This program, which
will take place November id-38,
will bring over 90 students of color
from all over the country to Trin-
ity College. Many students and
faculty have volunteered theirtime
to serve as hosts, advisors, and
guides for these visitors, and we
wish to express our gratitude for
their cooperation. This program
has proven to be an important
component in our efforts to in-
crease diversity on our campus,
encouraging the interest of many
' h h t e Jg
have had the opportunity to see
Trinity firsthand. We hope that
everyone at the College will do
what they can to make our week-




Dean ofAdmissions.and ,. ; ..
Financial Aid • .: ' ,.;..,; .„




association would like to urge all
students to attend the Jello-Wres-
tling Match sponsored by B-PS'I-
(Black Power Serves Itself) on
Saturday November 18, at 7:00
p.m. It is not often that the SGA
endorses events, but in this situ-
ation the entire SGA voted unani -
mously to support this fundraiser.
All proceeds will benefit a schol-
arship fund for Hartford students
seeking higher education.
Our President has called upon
the college to "invest in our
community," and there is no bet-
ter way than investing in opportu-
nity of education. The impor-
tance of this scholarship can not
be underestimated.
The event, which will take
place in the Ferris Athletic Cen-
ter, promises to be much fun for
all participants and spectators.
There wilt be twelve matches
featuring the likes of Mike Adams
{Channel 3.; Eyewitness News
Sportscaster), and Asst. Dean of
Students Kirk Peters. In addition
there will be two interfraternity
battles. AD will take on Pike
while PS1-U squares off against
Crow.
Tickets will be on sale in
advance outside SAGA all week
for $5 and $6 at the door.
The SGA hopes that all stu-
dents will attend the event and











-By Patrick Q. Keane-
Sports Editor
There has not been a woman
representing Trinity in ice hockey
for as long as anyone can remem-
ber. But, with a little luck, all that
could change very soon.
KelseyHubbard '93 is trying
to spark interest among the women
of Trinity to start a. Women's Ice
Hockey Club. Because many
girls have played in prep schools
in the east and would like to start
a club or team here, Kelsey, and
many like her, are trying to find
the student support and more girls
to start a program.
"I played in prep school and
I really wanted to play in col-
lege", says Hubbard, "Trinity
loses women to othercolleges due
to the fact that they do not have
•any [ice] hockey for girls."
Already there has been a solid
response from girls in all classes,
and hopefully more will come
forward. Hubbard says, "We are
hoping to have about 15 to 20
girls. If we have that many we can
start to practice. We are not sure
about the number of girls that will
come and play, but we want as
many as we can get, we just want
to play."
The girls will be able to use
Kinswood-Oxford rink during the
week, but right now they are
worried about finding more girls
and getting everyone to come out
and try it, even if they have never
played.
If you are interested in play-
ing or would like more informa-
tion please contact Kelsey Hub-
bard through box#l 111. nt English, President Gerety, and Mrs. EnFormer Presi
Student Bands Rocking Trinity
rBy Dana Cimilluca-
Special to the Tripod
There is a wealth of musical
talent at Trinity, yet surprisingly
rock and roll bands are an endan-
gered species here. A few student
bands have made appearances
throughout campuses, however.
One new band called Greasy
Spoon features Chris Wiedemann






Hunger and Homelessness Week
will be held November 13-19.
Several events are scheduled for
the week, which will address the
homelessness issue in and around
the Hartford community.
ConnPIRG is sponsoring the
week's activities.
"The week has four major
goals, " said Sakina Natar '92,
Hunger Campaign intern at
ConnPIRG. "[We would like] lo
educate the entire Trinity com-
munity of the problems of hunger
and homelessness, to promote
public activism on the issues, to
increase public service, and to
raise funds to alleviate the prob-
lem of hunger and homelessness
on local, national, and interna-
tional levels."
• An event will be held each
day of the week. Yesterday, the
film "Out and Down in America"
and a discussion were held.
Concerts, fundraisers, and lectures
will occur throughout Ihe week.
In addition, the SGA Soap and
Toothpaste drive, and a literature
display will continue until No-
vember 19.
Students Organized Against
Racism, the International Club,
the Christian Fellowship, Cincs-
tudio, PSA, and the Trinity Col-
lege Chapel also are sponsoring
the events.
"This week is a nationwide
educational event sponsored on
over 600 college campuses by the
National Student Campaign
Against Hunger,"' said Jen Van
Campen '90, who is one of the
organizers of the week.
on rhythm and lead guitar, Fell
Herdeg '93 on bass, Tad Cone '93
on drums, and Craig Woerz '93
on keyboards. Initially comprised
of two acoustic guitars and a bass,
the band has played at the Under-
ground, the 8-man, on the Cave
patio, and at DKE to open for Hot
Acoustics on Halloween. Its style
has featured a three-part harmony
on songs written by among others
The Allman Brothers, The Band,
Bob Dylan and the Grateful Dead.
With the addition of a drum-
mer and^keyboardist, the band's
acoustic guitars will be replaced
with electric and the focus will
shift somewhat more towards the
instruments and the players' abili-
ties, which most will find quite
impressive.
Perhaps the most prominent
band on campus is Babylon Rug.
With a repetoire of tunes similar
to that of Greasy Spoon among a
few originals, its members include
Duck Reich '90 on keyboards,
Aaron Lippert '92 on lead guitar,
Gary McCrumb '91 on rhythm
Schedule of Events
Tuesday, November 14- Benefit concert 8 p.m. -12 a.m. in
the Underground sponsored by Community Outreach featuring
Trinity Bands. " •
Wednesday, November 15 - Oxfarm fast, a fundraiser for
international humger relief projects, sponsored by Community
Outreach, "Homelessness Hits Home' an awareness event
sponsored by ConnPIRG on the Cave patio 7 p.m. Students and
faculty will spend the night outdoors (7 p.m. to 9 a.m.), joining
more than 600 other schools -marking national "Hunger and
Homelessness Week." 7 p.m. to 11 p.m..participants will listen
to presentations by current and former homeless people from the
community, as well as advocates for the homeless.
Thursday, November 16 - Lecture on world hunger by M.
Hirsehon an anti-hunger activist, sponsored by Kappa Kappa
Gamma at" 4 p.m. in Wean Lounge, "The Hungry and the
Homeless in Our Community," a panel discussion with local
leaders sponsored by Community Outreach at 7 p.m. in Boyer
Auditorium (Life Science Center).
Friday, November 17 - Benefit fortheHomeless, sponsored
by the Inter-fraternity Council and the Trinity College Activities
Council.
Sunday, November 19 - "Hunger in Hartford," ;a trilogue
sermon by a worker at alocal soup kitchen, a member of the
Trinity Hunger Campaign and the Chaplain, 11 a.m. in the
Chapel. ; . :
 : - . - • . . : ' : • • - . / •• • ' . "
Throughout the week: \
• Fundraising projects-sponsored by the RAprogram, Hillel
andAlESEC. \ - : ^
• Soap and Toothpaste drive - sponsored by the SGA ':
• Literature displays - sponsored by Community Outreach
and ConnPIRG. in the library and throughout Mather Campus
C e n t e r / . . .• • • ; . •••• V •••' •• '• •• - '• : '
guitar, Peter Alegi '92 on Bon-
gos, Tom Brunemeyer '90 on bass
and Bob Daily '90 on congos.
They've played in the Under-
ground, in four of the fraternities,
in the Washington Room and in
various other places around cam-
pus.
They are distinguished by a
soulful array of sounds character-
ized by two acoustic guitars which
capture the songs they play. In
February the band plans torecord
its first album, one which will
feature a mix of cover tunes and
its own, called tentatively "Friend
of Mahatma."
Another band which is just
starting out, as yet unnamed, fea-
tures Walter Yang '92 on Bass,
Aaron Grazado '92 on lead gui-
tar, Rhoades Alderson '92 on lead
vocals, and Scott Hoerle '92 on
drums.
Although the above-men-
tioned bands are indeed impres-
sive, they represent very similar
types of music while there seems
to be a dearth in the representation
of others. There are, for example,
no notable Reggae or hard rock
bands around.
Security Blotter
Wednesday, Nov. 8 at 12:49 p.m. - Jones Dorm: Student
received a telephone call by an anonymous caller with a
low voice asked if student knew another student and asked
to speak to same when student responded yes and that he
was with him. Caller then started asking about brown
loafers and the smell of same, at which time student hung
up.
Wednesday,Nov. 8 at4:09 a.m. -Mather: Student requested
Medical Escort to infirmary for treatment of a cold.
Wednesday, Nov 8. at 2:50 p.m. - Security Office: Student
reported that on Tuesday November 7,1989 at 8:00 p.m. on
New Britain Avenue (Off Campus) he was assaulted and
robbed of $100. Student had just come from the Barney
Machine at CBT. Student was walking and from behind
heard a voice call "Hey!," when he turned, one of the two
subjects struck student on the cheek and left eye causing an-
abrasion and a bruise, then demanded money. Student
reported same to police at time incident occurred.
Wednesday, Nov. 8 at 11:30 p.m. - Library: Student stated
she left Library after she became uncomfortable when a
man was staring at her. Student has seen subject on
Saturday 11 /4/89 and was watching her then as she studied
on the third floor. On Wednesday 11/8/89 while studying
in the basement student noticed subject again, and as she
was leaving noticed subject was masturbating. Security
Officers found subject and asked same to leave.
Thursday, Nov. 9 at 9:11 p.m. - Life Science: Student working
in one of the labs reported she saw a male enter same and
started to reach for a glass beaker on the counter. When
subject spotted student, he turned and left quickly down
the stairs. Security Officer checked entire building with
negative results.
Friday, Nov. 10 at 1:40 a.m. - Elton: Students reported she
was boiling water in her room and tripped over cord. Water
spilled onto her left foot, causing a burn to same. Student
transported to Medical Office for treatment.
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Life on Other Planets
WILLIAMS COLLEGE
Delta Kappa Epsi lon 's
(DKE) troubles continue on the
national collegiate scene. DKE
troubles at Colgate are well docu-
mented, and the chapter at Bow-
doin has been placed on suspen-
sion by the school until December
4, 1989. Apparently their DKE
broke several Maine state drink-
ing laws and InterFraternity Coun-
cil regulations during a Saturday
afternoon happy hour held in
September.-
The list of violations include
selling alcohol directly to guests,
failing to register the event with
the College, and dispensing alco-
hol to minors. Drunken students
leaving the party pulled a fire
alarm and a Bowdoin security
guard was injured responding to
the call.
BATES COLLEGE
Bates is in the process of
choosing a new president, and a
report released by the school's
presidential search committee lists
several items on the agenda of the
new executive, who, when named,
will be Bates sixth president.
The report list finding an
optimum student body size, rais-
ing the school's endowment and
raising Bates' overall fundraising
capabilities as the most immedi-
ate problems facing the new presi-
dent.
WESLEYAN
The faculty at Wesleyan has
established a quorum in their
meetings for the first time since
William Chace became president,
and that group subsequently voted
him out as chairman of their fac-
ulty meetings. The amendment
was proposed last fall to promote
better attendance at faculty meet-
ings.
Chace praised the movement
as "a good thing in terms of logic."
AMHERST COLLEGE
In what will surely be the
first of several fee increases by
NESCAC schools, Amherst an-
nounced that their general fee will
increase to $19,915 next year. The
general fee includes the total costs
of a year at Amherst, including
tuition, and room and board. The
increase is over 10 percent, and
over 96 percent in the last ten
years.
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
Nineteen students showed up
for the first meeting of Harvard's
newest club, the Society of Nerds
and Geeks (SONG). Song
wants to promote the awareness
of the plight of nerds and geeks.
They will promote nerd-like be-
havior, including movie showings
of "Real Genius" and "Revenge
of the Nerds," have B YOB (Bring
Your Own Books) parties, and
hold all-geek dances, where no
dance music will be played.
50 Students Attend Rally
-By Nicole Moretti-
Capy Editor
Last Sunday over 425,000
attended an abortion rally in
Washington D.C. Students For
Choice (SFC), a subcommittee of
the Progressive Student Alliance
(PSA), sent approximately 50
Trinity students down to take part
in the events. The students left
Saturday midnight and returned
early Monday morning. Coordi-
nated by the National Organiza-
tion for Women (NOW), the group
attended speeches from 11:30-
4:00 by NOW, Planned Parent-
hood, the N A ARAL, (and Whoopi
Goldberg) and others.
The SFC students joined the
Pro-Choice group by the Lincoln
Memorial while the Anti-Abor-
tionists maintained a position at
the Vietnam Veterans Memorial.
Although the events usually do
not become violent, possible
confrontations were squelched by
police lines formed by the DC
and Capitol police forces.
Jamie Fleckner 91' feels that
the large turnout was reflective of
the pro-choice opinion which he
feels to be pervasive in American
now. He stated, "I feel the Pro-
Choice has always been the ma-
jority, but until now it has been a
generally silent one. This rally
will allow our voice to be truly
heard. This is my first rally, and
I'm glad to have this oppurtunity
as a college student and as a vot-
ing American to have my vioce
heard within the political process.
This is a cause I stand strongly
behind."
Lizbet Boroughs, the SFC
Fundraising Coordinator who
organized Trinity's part in the
rally, stated, "The SFC doesn't
advocate abortion, we advocate
choice. We believe that the gov-
ernment has no right to interfere.
No one should legislate someone's
ability to control theirownlife...At
Trinity we have resources to help
students. It's the children who
have no support system, such as
those on Broad Street, that we
want to benefit. The time has
come for state and federal inter-
vention on their part." Fleckner
added, "It shouldn't be a govern-
ment decision. Each individual
should have the choice to decide
to abort or not."
Boroughs said, "The num-
bers add up for Pro-Chioce in
Connecticut, but we want to send
a very clear message to the legis-
lature that we want choice. We're
expecting ahuge Trinity turn-out."
The SFC is also contemplat-
ing a future involvement with
Connecticut middle schools to
discuss sexual education. "If we
can prevent pregnancy, we can
prevent a possible abortion, "
Boroughs commented.
The SFC received tremen-
dous support from Trinity faculty
and various organizations. In
order to decrease personal ex-
penses for the trip to D.C, over
$300 were donated by faculty
members, administration, and the
Dean of Students Office. Addi-
tional sponsors were the PSA and
Trinity Women's Organization
(TWO) who gave $200 and $300
respectively.
Boroughs stated, "We are
not just a one issue group. There
are all shades of gray within
choice. It is a critical issue but we
need to broaden our scope be-
cause some people just don't know
any better.
The SFC is coordinated by
Anne Stuart with Prof. Fulco as
faculty advisor. Meetings are held
every Sunday at 9:30 PM in the
Rittenberg Lounge. All are wel-
come to attend.
Kelley Lynch '90 looks draibed after giving blood. Photo by Sue Muik
Psi-U Sponsors
Host of Programs
This year's first Psi-Upsi-
lon Blood Drive was one of the
most successful ever at Trinity.
Charles Crissman '91 and Tony
Paruszewski '91 .the blood drive
coordinators, organized the
myriad volunteers and donors
in the Washington room last
Wednesday.
The positive reaction on the
part of the students was unfore-
seen and caused an increase in
the time needed to move all of
plained Crissman. "There was
a longer wait this year than nor-
mal because of the great turn-
out, but next semester we'll be
better prepared, and the Whole
operation should run more
smoothly."
Neither Psi-U nor the Red
Cross expected such a large
turnout, although last spring
Trinity remained the only
school in Connecticut who
received an award for their
Blood Drive efforts.
The Red Cross will be return-'"
the donors through the process.
"I think it is important to give
blood, bur in" order "to aftracF •TftgWftprtJ for PsMTsienth-
more people, the process must year hosting the event. Volun-
with the Redbe expedited; It took an hour
and a half from start to finish,
and that is quite a large block of
time in a student's busy sched-
ule," said Rachel Zoob '92, a
blood donor.
"The number of donors is
up from 72 last spring to about
140 this fall. Both we and the
Red Cross dealt with this great
influx as best we could," ex-
teer programs
Cross are available. Interested
persons should contact the Red
Cross at 678-2841(2842) or
Charles Crissman at 549-6714,
Box 86.
Psi-U urged all members
of the Trinity Community to
attend their upcoming events,
one of which will be a Christ-
mas-tree trimming.
Allocation of Capital Campaign Funds
Continued from Page 1
lated. Trinity's is around 51%,
which is low because we do not
pay workers in Marriott or the
bookstore . . . the average salary
for a full Professor [at Trinity] is
$57,000 with benefits pulling it
up to about $70,000."
Trinity will have to add $1
million to the endowment to hire
each new professor, said Alan R.
Sauer, Budget Director for Trin-
ity.
The recently Finished capital
campaign, publically announced
over three years ago, only partly
took into account the large need
for present academic funding.
$15.7 million was originally
budget for all academic purposes
which included $10.5 million for
new faculty positions and $1.0
million for faculty research and
support.
The same academic pro-
grams, however, were not allo-
cated these funds at the end of the
campaign. For a variety of rea-
sons, primarily the restrictions
attached to some gifts, overall
academic program funding
dropped 5.1% while allocation
for new faculty positions fell
6.75%. Only funds for faculty
research and support rose above
campaign objectives, ending 6.1 %
above budget.
As of June 30,1989, the col-
lege had received $6.5 million in
direct funding for seven new fac-
ulty positions that were approved
by the Board of Trustees. The de-
cision to cut future funding from
outstanding pledges to create more
than seven new positions is in-
consistent with the new
President's objective to promote
academics.
Gerety stressed that he wants
to "distance himself from the
preceding campaign as to not
appear to judge ... in hindsight."
The original Campaign for Trin-
ity literature says the primary need
of the college in 1984 and 1985
were to improve the physical plant
after an earlier major planning
effort concluded that "new con-
struction and major renovations
to existing facilities were needed
to prepare Trinity for the next
generations of students."
Along with the loss of almost
$2.4 million for setting up new
instructor posts, the shift of most
of the this money to faculty re-
search and support exposes the
college's dilemma: Should Trin-
ity enhance its reputation first in
the eyes of the students and par-
ents or through the academic
success of the faculty?
As Professor Ward S. Cur-
ran, Chairman of the Economics
department explains, "In the eyes
of the students [Trinity] probably
would be better to have more
faculty positions... [to fund fac-
ulty positions over research] is a
very difficult trade-off that... [the
college] is unable to ignore.
[Trinity ] wants a faculty that does
both teaching and research."
"I think we would be better
off with more faculty because we
are trying to do an experimental
curriculum that requires it," said
Curran. "The students would
probably agree that with more
professors they would be better
off, however, the decision to raise
[Trinity's] reputation through
research is certainly valid and
many young professors on the
tenure track would be in favor of
this stance."
However, Dr. Jan K. Conn,
Dean of the Faculty, feels that
while new faculty members are
needed, she says it is more impor-
tant to keep the pool of professors
that Trinity has by designating
more money for research proj-
ects, ' i f we have no research, we
will lose the best [professors] ...
research is more important right
now," she says.
Of the seven faculty posi-
tions funded by the capital cam-
paign, Trinity has hired five new
members. Two posts still remain
open. One is in the recruitment
stage at this time. The other is
being held open for curricular
renewal which allows the Trinity
to hire a professor for one to three
years to teach a subject new to the
college.
Conn does not see the future
as bright for hiring more faculty
due to a lack of funds. Ten new
positions in the next five years are
Cohn's view of ideal progress,
but, she explained, five is a more
realistic number.
However, of these five per-
sonnel, three will filled by mi-
norities in conjunction with the
school's efforts to promote diver-
sity. The cost of these instructors
will be offset through elimination
of some part time personnel.
According to Cohn's predic-
tions, Trinity will be able to hire
only two more professors over the
next five years that are not based
entirely on student demand, un-
less further funds can be raised by
the development office.
A problem might arise as
earl y as the 1990-1991 school year
due to a shortage of professors in
certain areas if the class of 1992
decides to pursue minors in fields
of study that have several required
courses, said Colin.
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The Dada and Surrealist Word-Image




Runs through December 31
by Amy Chase Gulden
Special to the Tripod
The Dada and Surrealism
Word-Image exhibition will be at
the Wadsworth Atheneum until
the last day of 1989 and is a must
see for all interested in the roots of
contemporary art and even in
advertising. The exhibit focuses
on that first moment in the history
of art where language occupies a
"critical and catalytic role in vis-
ual imagery."
While the exhibition explores
developments made between 1910
and 1940, the works still have a
very contemporary context. In
fact the questions and ideas raised
and addressed by the Dada and
Surrealist artists have forever
fostered such values and were
preventing art from advancing.
Dada was an a apocalyptic sort of
anti-movement which sought to
avoid analysis and canonization
by trafficing in contradiction and
absurdity. This undermining of
convention took place in all of the
arts at this time, including per-
formance arts, music and writing.
Therefore it was only natural that
language as well as traditional
painting and sculpture fell victim
to the whim and manipulationof
the free-thinking Dadas.
A classic Dada piece/ ges-
ture is housed in this exhibit, as
made by the king of Dada him-
self, Marcel Duchamp. LHOOQ
is quite simply, one giant slap in
the face of high art. In this work
the artist has taken the reproduc-
tion of an icon, the Mona Lisa,
easily recognized by the general
public as one of the greatest por-
traits of all time, and doodled a
goatee and moustache upon her
face, retitling the picture LHOOQ
and signing it as if it were his
worknowandnotDaVinci's. The
artist even has the gall to then
hold this defaced and retitled
masterpiece up as an equally valid
piece of art. The letters below can
be seen as a random gesture ,
some nonsense to retitle this
manipulated famous image, but
when sounded out in french, it
comes to mean, "she's got a hot
ass" which, along with the pen-
ciled doodles, certainly serves to
alter our original perception of
this picture. Here the incorpora-
tion of letters has added entire
new dimensions and meaning to a
familiar picture.
Surrealism drew upon the
liberties the Dada's had taken,
and unified the choas under a
philosophy that stressed the im-
portance of reaching the subcon-
scious landscape of the mind,
expressing its inner workings
through painting and writing. A
strong emphasis was put upon the
poetic, the nature of dreams and
the creation of images by juxta-
posing disparate objects and ideas
to create new ones. Here words
and pictures served to give broader
meanings to each other.
The Atheneum has its own
impressive collection of impor-
tant Surrealist works purchased
by Chick Austin, former museum
director and "founder of Trinity's
Art History depatment. The col-
lection was literally bought as they
came off the easels of Max Ernst,
Salvador Dali andDeChirico back
in the 1930's. These are exhibited
at the end of the formal Word -
Image exhibition.
The installation itself at-
Choir to Sing Camima Burana
Carolina Burana






On Friday November 17 and
Saturday November 18, the Trin- •
ity College Concert Choir, under
the direction of Associate Profes-
sor of Music Gerald Moshell, will
presentaperformanceofCwrana
Burana in the Trinity College
Chapel at 8 p.m.
In past years the Concert
Choir has presented such well
known and challenging works as
Handel's Messiah from the 18th
century and Brahms' Requiem
from the 19th century. This year
however, they have chosen to
perform one of the 20th century' s
most prominent and spectacular
choral works.
Written by German composer
Carl Orff in 1936, Carmina
Burana features not only the
powerful full ensemble move-
ments it is so well known for, but
many melodic lyrical sections and
solo passages as well. Intensely
powerful sections such as "0
Fortuna" and "Blanziflor et He-
lena" are certain to ring through-
out the chapel while "Floret Silva"
and "Chume, Chum Geselle Min"
will gently sound and echo within
. the Chapel walls.
Prof. Hugh Ogden Beads
His Poems at Tfrinity
The entire Trinity community is invited to come
hear Hugh Ogden, an associate professor of English
at the college read his poetry on November19 at 7 p.m
as part of the'Sunday Evening Event series at the
Koeppel Student Center."
Among the courses Ogden has taught at Trinity
are creative writing, 17th century poetry, Greek
literature, and contemporary american poetry. He is
currently teaching a course entitled, "William Blake;
'the Poet as Radical.". -
Born in Eerie, Pa., Ogden holds a bachelor of
. arts degree from Haverford College, a master of arts
. degree from NYU and a doctoral degree from the
University of Michigan.
His poetry has been published in 60 periodicals
including '-'Yankee" magazine, and the "North Dakota
Quarterly." He has also completed a book of poems, 7b
Come Back Seeing, and a chapbbok, Windfalls, and
is currently working on his second book.
tempts to recreate an atmosphere
of absurdity, playfulness and sur-
prise by arranging the themes and
titles of the pieces in different
colored inks and configurations
upon the walls. The addition of a
profusion of unadorned, white
mannequins, with rearranged
limbs and missing body parts
proves also to distrupt and shock,
as they seem to be watching the
viewer look at the pictures.
Both the Dadas and the Sur-
realists were concerned more with
intellectual appeal, and not aes-
thetic appeal. The exhibition
proves to be no different, as it is
intellectually stimulating but not
overflowing with beautiful ob-
jects. It causes one to consider the
natureof illusion and reality within
the context of representation and
also realize the importance of
words in the creation of visual art.
The Wadsworth Atheneum
is located on Main St. and is open
Tuesday thru Sunday, 11:00 to
5:00. Admission to the museum
and this exhibition is free with
your Trinity ID.
This year's seventy-five
member strong Concert Choir will
be accompanied by a full orches-
tra of student instrumentalists
from the Hartt School of Music.
In addition to the orchestra, the
Concert Choir will be supple-
mented by three professional so-
loists from the Hartford area.
Barbara Pierce, soprano; Wayne
Rivera, tenor; and Howard Sprout,
baritone will be featured through-
out the work in various solos.
In the last two years the
Concert Choir has performed
before a completely full house so
if you are interested in reserving
tickets or would like more infor-
mation about the performance,
please contact the Austin Arts
Center Box Office at 297-2199 as
soon as possible.
One last note: Carmina Bur-
ana will not be the final perform-
ance of the Trinity College Con-
cert Choir this semester. On
Sunday December 10 in conjunc-
tion with the Chapel Singers the
choir will perform their annual
program entitled, "A Service of
Lessons and Carols" at 5 and7:30
p.m. in celebration of the Christ-
mas season.
To Be Hung In a
Dormitory Room
by Brendan Galvin
You know that end-of-the-semester dream:
you wander corridor to
corridor, a Pentagon-sized
maze as empty as your head,
tiles clicking off
their accusations to your heels
while you look for the door to your exam
you didn't study for because
you signed up in another dream
but woke and missed the lectures,
always in a field you could care less about.
What if you knew that on the night before
the first day of the semester
every prof you'll ever have
has gone through the same labyrinth,
and less lucky than you,
finally found the room and cracked the book
so perfectly bound pages lined with
alphabets extinct as great auk tracks
sprang to the air like decks of cards
flexed in his thumb and fingers,
and suddenly a guy in the back row
stood and began to sing,
his Adam's apple working
earnestly to show no threat of campus cops
or blackballs trailing him
from there to sixty-five
would make him sit or quit wearing
the Dutch-boy haircut of the text
to the applaused approval of his peers.
Brendan Galvin will be reading his work tonight at 8
p.m. in the Alumni Lounge, Mather Campus Center.
The reading is free and all are welcome to attend.
Something Special
Attention all swingers and hip cats:
On Thursday November 16 there will be a special memorial
benefit concert dedicated to the late tenor sax great, Bill
Baron. More than two dozen local musicians will alternate
sets in a program of continuous jazz that is scheduled to run
from 8 to 12 p.m. at the 880 Club, 880 Maple Ave, Hartford
(it's in the neighborhood) Suggested donation is $5. Be there
or be square.
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Rolling Stones Rock Shea
-By Doug Lloyd-
Special to the Tripod
Sunday afternoon, more than
fifty-thousand civilians and about
six hundred of New York's finest
were on hand to witness a musical
sensation at Brooklyn's Shea
Stadium. Johns and Janes of all
shapes, colors, sizes, and dreams
had one thing in,common that
afternoon. They wanted to see the
Rolling Stones in their glory, and
the Stones refused to disappoint
them.
As the cars were parked and
the crowds rolled in, an African
drum band helped set the mood,
beating out frenetic rhythms to
accompany the rhythm of thou-
sands of bodies pouring in through
the gates. As security gaurds
checked people for bottles in their
pockets and shirt sellers hocked
their wares, the crowd began to
gear up for the show that lay ahead.
Living Colour came on sec-
ond, and Vernon Reid and Corey
Glover's energy cranked up the
adrenaline one more notch. After
opening with the title tune to their
firstalbulm "What's Your Favor-
ite Colour?," their energy raged
on through other radio hits such as
"OpenLettertoaLandlord," "Cult
of Personality," and the recent
"GlamourBoys." Corey Glover's
gospel-sounding voice poured
over the crowd, and his charac-
teristic head tossing and frantic
sprints across the stage helped
win Living Colour some new fans.
Vernon Reid's guitar was
unquestionably up to par, and at
times it seemed as if the band had
more energy than the audience.
The periodic interruptions of
747's blasting out of LaGuardia
Airport were a minor annoyance,
but once the show was under way,
they were quickly forgotten.
Living Colour also played a fine
cover of The Clash's "Should I
Stay or Should I Go?", and they
finished to thunderous applause
from the crowd.
The sun was setting, and the
adrenaline was mounting. Stage
hands were running out to set the
stage, and the audience was pre-
paring for the show, sprinting to
the concession stands for a beer or
four, stretching their legs, and
preparing for the act they were all
there to see.
The lights went dim, the
audience screamed, and the an-
ticipation hung in the air. The
opening chords of "Start Me Up"
rang out to a blazing pyrotechnics
display, fireworks shooting high
above the stadium, and Mick
Jagger rocking like he always has
and always will, gyrating, sprint-
ing up and down the stage, and
climbing the set like a wild cat.
The Stones had the audience on
their feet and singing, proving
their legend status, and refusing
for one moment to let anyone
down.
For the benefit of those sit-
ting in the nosebleed seats, fif-
teen foot video monitors had been
erected to focus in on Jagger's
sweating face and Keith Richards'
and Ron Wood's racing fingers.
Highlights of the show included
"Mixed Emotions," the current
single from the new "Steel
Wheels" album, "Harlem
Shuffle," "Jumpin' Jack Flash,"
"Tumblin' Dice," "You Can't
Always Get What You Want,"
"Dead Flowers," "Gimme Shel-
ter," and "Midnight Rambler".
The band was backed up by two
singers with beautiful, operatic
voices, and rocking horn and
woodwind sections.
The lights were incredible - a
show in themselves - and the
periodic fireworks kept the adre-
naline pumping. The show stop-
per of the night was the classic
"Sympathy for the Devil", which
followed a ten minute drum solo
and a blast of the red fireworks
over the audience on the field.
The number started with a spot-
light nailing Mick Jagger high
above the staging, and during the
tune he ran, sometimes still sing-
ing, from one end of the stage to
the other, up the steps, across the
upperplarform, downtohugKeith
Richards, and across to the other
side. By the end of the tune the
audience was all singing the
"WOO WOO "s along with
Jagger, and reveling in the magic
taking place onstage.
No one left disappointed,
least of all Jagger's dry cleaner.
During the show Mick changed











In Eskimo the word "to make
poetry" is the word "to breathe;"
hothare derivatives of anerca—
the soul, that which is eternal: the
breath of life.
-from "Eskimo Realities" by
Edmund Carpenter
Hailed by critics with such
words as "visually stunning,"
"quietly spellbinding presenta-
tion," and "world class," the pro-
duction of "Anerca" by the Fig-
ures of Speech Theater Company
will be coming to Trinity this week
on their first stop after a very
successful European tour.
"Anerca" is a poem/ drama
which deals with the nature of
perception across cultural bounda-
ries. Through the visionary weave
of theatrical mediums including
puppets, actors, shadows, and
masks, the company tells us the
story of a young man's spiritual
initiation into his culture. He
becomes fascinated by white cul-
ture, and what follows is the in-
evitable destruction of his own
culture.
The award winning Figures
of Speech Theater has become
renowned for its ability to break
from theatrical traditions and
explore new mediums. In their
productions they combine such
diverse elements as Japanese
bunraka puppetry with classical
acting and poetry.
During theirterm in residence
at the college the six member
ensemble will also be holding a
master class in the art of pup-
peteering. The class will be held





to promote our Spring
Break trips. Earn









A poetry reading by award winning poet
and author Brendan Galvin. 8:15 p.m.
Alumni Lounge, Mather Campus Center.
Wed 11/15
The Sculpture of Brigid Kennedy
FREE
Opening of an exhibition by visiting
Assistant Professor of Fine Arts Brigid
Kennedy. Open 1 p.m.-5 p.m. daily.




Tix: $10; Students & Senior Citizens $8
The Figures of Speech Dance Co.
performs a play about the collision of
-cultures that was -inspiredby thfe'-att̂ bSk
and spirit life of the Alaskan Inuit
Indians. 8 p.m. Goodwin Theater,
Austin Arts.
Fri 11/17 & Sat 1.1/18
Trinity College Concert Choir
Tix: $6; Students & Senior Citizens $4
The Concert Choir performs Carl Orffs
"Carmina Burana" with guest soloists
and orchestra. Conducted by Gerry
Moshell, Chairperson of the Music
Department. 8:15 p.m. Trinity College
Chapel.
Sun 11/19
Hugh Ogden Poetry Reading
FREE
Assistant Professor of English Hugh
Ogden reads from his own works of petry
as part of the Koeppel Student Center
Sunday Evening Event Series.




A performance in French of the Eugene
Ionesco's play by the Theater Company
of Claude Beauclair. 8 p.m. Washington
Room, Mather.






One of the lesser appreciated prophets was Sid of Galilee,
who documented the more mundane aspects of life during
what was later referred to as Biblical times. When Sid heard
that the Bible was being revamped following the blockbuster
sell-out of its first edition, he rushed to his publishers with his
contribution. Unfortunately, Sid missed the deadline for the
, new version and his work was lost to history, a fact which many
Biblical scholars have deemed "just as well."
Professor Shlomo Bergberg, a noted authority on ancient
manuscripts, uponhearing of the discovery commented: "And?"
Bergberg has obviously missed out on the importance of
the works of Sid. Here, for the benefit of education and
religions everywhere is a particularly characteristic excerpt
from the Book of Merriments, as written by Sid of Galilee:
CHAPTER 12; NO, I MEAN CHAPTER 11:
,. : And it came to pass that a festival was hence to be thrown
at my house following' the big victory against Jerusalem State.
And lo, there was much preparation for the forthcoming feast
and my wife did bring many things to our house from the
market:
And she did bring oxen, venison, herds of geese and wine
in jugs numbering seven.
And I called unto my wife: "Oh, wife, you call these party
snacks? Where art the chips? Retumeth you now with thine
d tothe.market. But leave hither the wine." For I was not
na as my. wife did .think an.dnee.deth I to get buzzed: •
Now my wife did return hence with goods of all make:
she did bring cheese popcorn, Combos, and bags oi fortilla
chips numbering three and twenty. And my wife did look unto
me and sayeth:
"Sid, here art the snacks. You cooketh the Chex party
mix, for I am tired and vexed following the day at the market. •
Lo, I do slave over a hot brick for you day upon day, and doeth
you little whenst thou comest home from work except floppeth
thixieaelf on the couch and.pointeth your remote control at the
n g i g l i b ' o r s . ' " - " * - , • > . . • '
• "'.1 '-Xrtd I cooked the mix verrily and it was good..
And it was at that time that the hour of the party was nigh.
And nobody did show for an hour, for they felt it fashionable.
Now Dennisheth of Baltazar arrived first and did enquire
of me "Lo, Sid, where art the babes?"
And I replied unto Baltazar "Relax, for they shall be here
on high and there shall be much rejoicing, especially if you do
your neat party gags involving the sheep." And Baltazar did
put a punchbowl on his head and giggled uncontrollably
henceforth.
Then the following did arrive in alphabetical order:
Phil of Sharon, Susan of Negev, Joey of Caanan, Rebecca
of Bogrot and Heather of Brooklyn. And they did look unto the
party and say:
"Lo, where art the beverages for we are now hot and
could use an almighty thirst quencher." And my wife did bring
the wine and poureth she the wine unto my guests. Then
•poureth again she the wine, this time in cups which she gave
unto the guests andall agreed that this was much tidier. And
we gave thank&fbrCthe)vine for the guests did agree that it was
a fine vintage. ^Actually,, it was a cheap" wine, from Ernest and
Julio of Napa, but I did switch the labels and the guests noticed
not.
And the rest of the people did arrive and gave unto me
their coats which I placed unto the bed. And there was much
merriment, for Baltazar did tell dirty jokes unto the people and
was flogged by the elders, for he was a bit of a chowderhead.
And Susan and Joey, Heather and Baltazar and Rebecca
and Phil did pair off and seeketh out spaces in my house for to
make mirth. And my wife did see them doing so and vexed was
she yet again, for we had made mirth not since years numbering
five and twenty. So my wife did kick them out, shouting:
"Hasten, ye generation of vipers! Vengance is mine, and
there shall be pain and suffering and gnashing of teeth unto
your family!"-
And my guests did call unto my wife, as they departed,
"Hey, lighten up, Toots!" And we cleaned the house anon.
And my wife did leave me on the following day, for a
cabinet maker. And I looked and saw that it was good and had
unto myself a brewski.
The Biker Chick
M.G. Blackburn
1. Never eat anything blue.
Blue is a great color, hey its even
a great feeling but blue does not a
food make. Sure, sure, blue Ital-
ian ice and blueberries are blue,
and they taste good but they are
exceptions to the rule. A\id about
those blue tortilla chips that are
getting hip with the health food
crowd... one must ask oneself the
important question, "Would this
taste the same if it was yellow?"
If the answer is yes, then why
bother?
2. No "health food."
Anything that has health as it's
main virtue probably doesn'ttaste
too good. Just think about it. Oat
bran? Ugh. Eat a,cookie instead,
at least you know it will taste
good.
3. Never eat anything that
moves.
Food should not move and that is
all there is to it. This includes
goldfish, small children and that
old time favorite jello. Yeah, so
what if Cosby endorses it. That's
supposed to make it wholesome,
right? WRONG. Old jello never
dies, it just appears in your night-
mares. So fork it. If it responds,
JUST SAY NO!!!
4. The more syllables a food has,
the better it tastes.
Come on lets get serious. Which
would you rather have...kale or a
kitkat? Leeks or licorice? Beets
or bonkers? I thought so.
5. Never eat anything ending in
the word "loaf," "casserole," or
"surprise."
Can you say "LEFTOVERS" boys
and girls? Sound the warning bell
for any dishes that end like this for
these suffixes indeed
connote,"THE MATERIALS
USED TO CREATE THIS
TASTY ITEM ARE SO HOR-
RID THAT THEY MUST RE-
MAIN ANONYMOUS."
6. Get to know your food.
Play with it. Talk to it. Ask it
what itlikes, where it's from, who
its friends are. If people just
stopped long enough to commu-
nicate with their food there would
be less misunderstandings of the
digestive type. Really.
7. If it ain't good, don't lie and
say it is.
Lying about food can and will
come back to haunt you at a later
date. Remember the time you
tried to impress your mom into
allowing you to drive the family
Calvin & H&bbes
car in the Evil Kenieval Com-
memorative Mud Bog Champi-
onship by eating all of your brussel
sprouts? Remember eating
brussel sprout and peanut butter
sandwiches for weeks afterwards?
Food doesn't make a very good
weapon. It can and will be used
against you at a later date so be-
fore you lie, think again.
8. The more you uncover, un-
wrap, untie etc.... the better.
Good things come in heavily
wrapped ornate packages. Fruit
is sort of a good example of this
rule. You know, "Nature's
candy?" Candy is even a better
example, however. The more
silvery foil and rainbow colored
shrink wrapped layers you must
go through to get to the center of
a sumptious little morsel, the bet-
ter it tastes. Now if they could
only combine fruit and shrink
wrap...
9. Brown food is good food.
Ever notice that almost all of the
best food out their is brown? Coke,
fried rice, pretzels,
coffee...CHOCOLATE...all have
one thing in common—color. Is
this a coincidence? 1 think not!
10. Don't eat tofu.
Need I say more?
By Bill Wattei-son
W SUSIE. V W D\D YOU
BRING FOP. LUNCH tOOM-j
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The "Pluses" of Being a Pet Owner
Everybody should have a pet.
And I'm not saying this just be-
cause the American Pet Council
gave me a helicopter. I'm also
saying it because my family has
always owned pets, and without
them, our lives would not be nearly
so rich in—call me sentimental,
but this is how I feel—dirt.
Pets are natures way of re-
minding us that, in the incredibly
complex ecological chain of life,
there is no room for furniture. For
example, the only really nice fur-
nishing we own is an Oriental rug
#hat we bought, with the help of a
decorator, in a failed attempt to
become tasteful. This rug is way
too nice for an onion-dip-inten-
sive household like ours, and we
seriously thought about keeping
it in a large safe-deposit box, but
we finally decided, in a moment
of abandon, to put it on the floor.
We then conducted a comprehen-
sive rug-behavior training semi-
nar for our main dog, Earnest, and
our small auxiliary dog, Zippy.
"NO!" we told them approxi-
mately 75 times while looking
very stern and pointing at the rug.
This proven training technique
caused them to slink around the
way dogs do when they feel tre-
mendously guilty but have no idea
why. Satisfied, we went out to
dinner.
I later figured out, using an
electronic calculator, that this rug
covers approximately 2 percent
of the total square footage of our
house, which means that if you
(not you PERSONALLY) were
to have a random diarrhea attack
in our home, the odds are approxi-
mately 49 to 1 against your hav-
ing it on our Oriental rug. The
odds against your having FOUR
random attacks on this rug are
more than FIVE MILLION TO
ONE. So we had to
conclude that it was
done on purpose. The
rug appeared to have
been visited by a group
of specially bred, highly
trained Doberman
Poopers, but we deter-
mined, by interrogating
both dogs, that the en-
tire massive output was
the work of Zippy.
Probably he was trying
to do the right thing.
Probably, somewhere
in the Cocoa-Puff-sized
nodule of nerve tissue
that serves as his brain,
he dimly remembered
that The Masters had
told him SOMETHING
ABOUT THE RUG.
Yes! That's it! TO
THE RUG!
At least Zippy had
the decency to feel bad
about what he did,
which is more than you can say
for Mousse, a dog that belonged
to a couple named Mike and
Sandy. Mousse was a Labrador
retriever, which is a large, enthu-
siastic, bulletproof species of dog
made entirely from synthetic
materials. This is the kind of dog
that, if it takes an interest in your
personal regions (which, of
course, it does) you cannot fend it
off with a blowtorch.
So anyway, Mike and Sandy
had two visitors who wore expen-
sive, brand-new, down-filled
parkas, which somehow got left
in a closed room with Mousse.
When the door was finally opened,
the visibility in the room had been
drastically reduced by a raging
down storm, at thecenter of which
was a large, quivering down clot,
looking like a huge
mutant duckling,




ments, Mike and Sandy and their
guests stared at this apparition,
then Mike, a big, strong, highly
authoritative guy, strode angrily
into the room and slammed the
door. He was in there for several
minutes, then emerged
looking very serious.










the only possible ex-
planation for owning a
cat, an animal whose
preferred mode of com-
munication is to sink
its claws three-quarters
of an inch into your
flesh. God help the cat-
owner who runs out of
food. It's not uncom-
mon to see an elderly
woman sprinting
through the supermar-
ket with one or more
catsclinging, leechlike,
to her leg as she tried desperately
to reach the pet-food section be-
fore collapsing from blood loss.
Of course, for sheer hostility
in a pet, you can't beat a parrot. I
base this statement on a parrot I
knew named Charles who be-
longed to a couple named Ed and
Ginny. Charles had an IQ of 260
and figured out early in his life
that if he talked to people, they'd
get close enough so that he could
bite them. He especially liked to
bite Ed, whom Charles wanted to
drive out of the marriage so he
could have Ginny, the house, the
American Express card, etc. So in
an effort to improve their rela-
tionship, Ginny hatched (ha ha!)
this plan wherein Ed took Charles
to—I am not making this up—
Parrot Obedience School. Every
Saturday morning, Ed and Char-
les would head off to receive
expert training, and every Satur-
day afternoon Ed would come
home with chunks missing from
his arm. Eventually Ginny real-
ized that it was never going to
work, so she got rid of Ed.
I'm kidding, of course.
Nobody would take Ed. Ginny
got rid of Charles, who now works
as a public-relations adviser to
Miss Zsa Zsa Gabor. So now we
see that there are many "pluses"
to having an "animal friend,"
which is why you should defi-
nitely but a pet. If you act right
now, we'll also give you a heck of
a deal on a rug.
©7959 Tribune Media, Inc.
Printed with permission.
OKAY, TMS IS VQllfo LAST CBANCWll
SEND \ OUk BrxD ! 'Or V< % »O
THE 1ST INTERN/. I1. < H I \L
BAD POETS CS it
FABULOUS GRAND PRIZE: SUNDAY BRUNCH FOR 2 AT
CHARLIE'S PLACE IN WEST HARTFORD.
POEMS WILL BE JUDGED ON INHE1RANT BADNESS. WITH BONUS POINTS
GOING TO THOSE BAD POETS WHO CAN PROVE THAT TIIE1R BAD POETRY
WAS GRADED IN A CLASS. ENTER AS MANY AS YOU LiKE, BUT ENTER BY
SEND YOUR BAD POEM TO THE BAD POETS SOCIETY,
TRINITY TRIPOD, BOX 1310. NAP THE DAY!
Dynamite... delivers a real one-two punch.
-Los Angeles Times
"Brilliant.... with explosive force"
-Hollywood Reporter
ROGGI'S GARAGE
10% Discount to Trinity Students and
Faculty with LD.
Transportation back and forth
Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service • 30 Years in the Area
We are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Wort
67 1/2 Madison St.
(Off Broad Street)
24-T
Bill Cain Ron Link
A powerful new drama of survival, learning.
and change at an inner city school
East Coast premiere.
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SUBPO United States CourtOf a Cold One
CASE TITLES DOCKET NO:
The Summit Hill Cafe
Vs.
TYPE OF
CASE: Bottles I I Drafts Pitchers
TYPE OF
BREW: ?r Lili
YOU ARE HEREBY REQUESTED to appear at
the place, date, and time below to participate in





Monday - 50tf Miller Pitchers for 2 $3.00 Cover
Tuesday - Beer Blast. $4.00 Cover
Wednesday - Open Bar. $5.00 Cover
Thursday - Free Pool & $2.50 Pitchers for 2.
Friday & Saturday - $3.00 Pitchers all night
Bring Tapes and CD's to Be Played in the Courtroom
CASE TO BE HEARD BY:
DEPUTY BARTENDERS:
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What would your first action as Homecoming Queen be?

















Try to get a dream date
with Josh Maynard '92
EXHIBITIONS
Through Wednesday, Jan. 31 -
"Pheasants: Splendid Birds of the
Orient." Audubon Room, Wat-
kinson Library, "A" Floor, Trin-
ity College Library. Monday
through Friday from 8:30 a.m. to
4:30p.m. and Saturdays from9:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. when the Col-
lege is in session. Free admission.
Through Wednesday, Jan. 31 -
"Maps and Images of New Zeal-
Apartment
for Rent




See manager at Nutshell
Tavern for viewing
549-2836
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VERY dose to school
Contact Paula at
525-3351 after 5:30 p.m.
and." Watkinsonl' Library, "A"
Fioor, Trinity College Library.
Monday through Friday from 8:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Saturdays
from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. when
the College is in session. Free
admission.
Wednesday,' Nov. 15 through
Wednesday, Dec. 20 - Sculpture
by Trinity College Visiting As-
sistant Professor of Fine Arts
Brigid Kennedy. Widener Gal-
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1982
The beginning of the year
came to the Trinity campus with
anumberof changes. The Black
Cultural Center, located on Ver-
non Street between Alpha Chi
Rho and North Campus, was
renamed the UMOJA House,
from the Swahili word meaning
unity. Also, plans were scrapped
to refurbish a dilapated house
next to Buildings and Grounds
on New Britain Avenue.
Another fledgling idea
which took shape in 1982 is
A.S.I.A. (Asian Students Inter-
national Organization) Origi-
nally there were 31 members in
the organization, which spon-
sored lectures and held fundrais -
ers to promote the Asian com-
munity.
The controversy of the win-
ter was the bookstore. Many
students claimed that Follett's
bookstore was deliberately
overcharging the Trinity com-
munity. A February 9 editorial
blasted the store, and a column
called "Cave Confessions"
made a brief run in which stu-
dents revealed their own horror
stories about the Bookstore.
The SGA formed a Book-
store Committee to deal with
the charges. The manager of
the store held a question and
answer session with irate stu-
dents.. Ultimately-the students
and the SGA were pacified.
The chapel celebrated its
50th anniversary with a cere-
mony. The Chapel's birthday
was marked by a theft. A panel
from a window in the crypt of the
Chapel was stolen. The panel was
a gift from the architect of the
Chapel Henry Wright.
The year 1982 wasn't a good
one for the students, either. The
Counseling Service reported that
the number of students with psy-
chotic disorders was the highest
in the seven year history of the
Service. College Counselor
George Higgins suggested that
drinking was now being misused
as a method of escaping tension.
He called it "self-medication to
remedy anxiety."
Food service came under
scrutiny at Trinity. Student
Government had been looking for
a new food service operation, and
in the spring it endorsed the Mar-
riot corporation, citing its supe-
rior management. The motion to
change the food service corpora-
tion passed unanimously, over the
objections of the Tripod, which
supported SAGA in a March 9
editorial.
However, SAGA was tapped
by the administration, who de-
cided to remain with the present
food service system.
The Budget was approved for
the 1982-83 academic year. An
increase in fees made tuition,
room, board, and fees cost stu-
dents $10,200.
A new fraternity was ap-
proved by the SGA in the spring.
Alpha Beta Gamma awaited and
finally received entrance into the
fraternity system. Later in the
year they were accepted into the
••!
Then Vice President George Bush jogs around the Trinity track during a visit in October, 1982.
Delta Phi system, which is also
known as St. Elmo's. College
President Mark Henderson cited
"the good reputation Delta Phi
had here at Trinity and has nation-
ally" as one of the reasons for the
acceptance of the fraternity.
The drinking age was low-
ered to 18 in May of 1982.
Administrators foresaw a signifi-
cant drop in drinking on the Trin-
ity campus. A new alcohol policy
banning usage of alcohol by stu-
dents underage 18.
After Dark was formed in the
beginning of 1982 and by the end
of the year had managed to per-
form over 10 concerts.
Among the guests to the Trin-
ity campus were Ralph Nader,
George McGovern, and George
Bush. The first two men came to
campus to speak, while Bush
merely jogged around the Trinity
track.
After 25 meetings, a Fac-
ulty Committee unaminously
recommended the abolition of
the fraternities on campus. The
committee urged an immediate
suspension of pledging to phase
out fraternities. The Board of
Fellows agreed with the rec-
ommendations made, although
the Dean of Students office
remained cautious.
1983
Theissue of fraternities and
racial prejudice dominated the
Tripod's news of 1983.
The Ogilby dormitory
came under fire by the admini-
stration for its policy of being
all male. Ogilby was not in-
volved in the housing lottery ,
which some faculty and admin-
istrators felt was in violation of
Title IX,
The: administrators at-
tempted to change the proce-
dure regarding Ogilby by mak-
ing one-third of the building
open for the housing lottery. It
met with a great deal of criti- •
cism before it was finally im-
plemented as a compromise
measure. :
Forty students staged a
march into Vice President Tom
Smith's office to protest the
discriminatory actions of the col-
lege. The two hour sit-in pro-
tested the dismissal of a black
professor, Dr. Johnetta Richards,
as well as the failure of Trinity to
attract and retain black faculty.
This was not the first such
expression of outrage about the
insensitivity of the school. Two
incidents the year before led to the
extension of Awareness Day to a
week. Also, Trinity entered a
joint investigation with 10 other
schools to address the issue of
racism on campus.
Two more investigations
were made in the spring regarding
the fraternity situation. Thelnter-
Fraternity Council issued a state-
ment explaining the perceived role
of fraternities and sororities. It
stressed higher community serv-
ice participation as well as a need
onstruclion of the Cave <uid the modern portion of Mather.
for a stronger IFC to secure a solid
place for fraternities on campus.
Tuition soared $ 105 0 to bring-
the total cost over $11,000 for a
year. The new, budget was "a
careful balancing of priorities,"
according to treasurer Robert
Pedemonti. The computer and
word processing needs were cited
as aihajor cause of the rise of the
budget.
The administration finally
took a stand on the fraternity issue
in April. President English, stat-
ing that "they are not very large
on campus," decided to keep fra-
ternities on campus. However, he
decreed that organizations must
. henceforth become .co-educa-
tional. English stated that if the
administrators do their jobs, the
scope of fraternity life will de-
crease by "provide more alternate
social programs."
Many organizations felt that
co-education would destroy what
they had built up, Chandlee
Jackson, a member of Kappa
Kappa Gamma, "doubted that the
young sorority could stay to-
gether."
The final story of the spring
concerned the formation of yet
another fraternity. A new group
affiliated with Sigma Nu won
recognition by the SGA by an
overwhelming vote. However,
the alumni as well as the admini-
stration questioned the conflict of
interest with the new co-educa-
tional rule.
The fall brought with it new
academic regulations. Students
were required to achieve at least a
C- to receive credit in a class
within a major. Students also had
to take at minimum four credits
per semester. The new changes
were made, according to Dean
Winer, to ensure that a low grade
point average would lead to pro-'
bation before it became a problem
at graduation.
A new Minority Affairs
Advisor, also known as a Umoja
House Coordinator, was named
in the fall. Deborah Mohammed
was named to the new post and
promised to work hard to allevi-
ateracism at Trinity. She saw "no
short term solution to the racial
problem at Trinity or anywhere
else." • - • • . : - •
The Performance Pass sys-
tem also made its debut in the fall.
Students were given this pass as a
result of a $10 addition to the
Student Activities Fee.
A preliminary search into a
new school song replacing
'"Neath the Elms" began and
ended in the month of September.
According to the September 13
issue, "One of the reasons for the
I proposed] switch arises from the
fact that Trinity no longer pos-
sesses elms on the quad, but rather
ashes." The idea never actually
became formalized.
Plans were put in place to
change the names of the semes-
ters to Fall and Spring. Before
1983, the terms were labeled
Christmas and Trinity, respec-
tively. Administrators cited the
offensive nature of the names as
reasons for the change.
The head of the women's
center resigned in October as a
result of her financial grum-
blings. Patricia Miller cited
her displeasure over a lack of a
full-time director and her own
part-time status as reasons for
her departure.
SGA decided to defer
some of its duties. After the
fall Open Period, SGA created
the Trinity College Activities
Council (TCAC). The ten
member board consisted of
representatives from each class,
the RA/RC, IFC, SGA, and a
Cultural and at-large member.
TCAC was charged with plan-
ning various social activities
around campus.
The Trinity Observer pub-
lished its first issue in 1983,
The "fledging conservative
paper" sought to convince
others of their views, accord-
ing to Editor-in-Chief Michael
Duffy '83. The paper prom-
ised at least a monthly publish-
ing to express their ideas.
Anotherproblems brought
to light in the end of the year is
sexual harrassment. The Tri-
pod published a two-part se-
ries examining the breaches of
decorum on campus regarding
men and women. The articles
brought in numerous examples
to call for a clear sexual har-
rassment policy.
Next Week: 1984-1986.
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5 p.m. daily. Free admission.
LECTURES
Tuesday, Nov. 14-"Strong Spirit,
Good Medicine: Mythological
Foundations of Folk Healing in
West Africa" by Trinity College
Associate Professor of Religion
Leslie Desmangles. 12nooruJ.L.
Goodwin Theatre, Austin Arts
Center. Fourth in the annual Town/
Gown Forum lecture series titled
"Mythology Li ves!" Registration
for the series of four lectures is
$35 which includes lunch. Indi-
vidual tickets will be available at
the door for $ 10. For i nf ormation,
call (203) 297-2092.
Wednesday, Nov. 15 - "Women
and Systems of Exchange in
Chaucer's Canterbury Tales" by
Sheila Fisher, Assistant Professor
of English at Trinity College. 4
p.m. Rittenburg Lounge, Mather
Hall. Free admission. Faculty
Lunch Series.
Thursday, Nov. 16 - "Model
Women in 19th Century China"
by Michael Lestz, Associate Pro-
. fessor of History at Trinity Col-
lege. 12:15 p.m. Women's Cen-
ter, Mather Hall. Free admission.
Lunch Series sponsored by Trin-
ity Women's Center and the fac-
ulty grants office at Trinity.
Monday, Nov. 20 - "Wall Street
and the Public Interest" by Pro-
fessor Samuel L. Hayes III, who
holds the Jacob H. Schiff Chair in
Investment Banking at Harvard
Business School. The annual
George M. Ferris Lecture in Cor-
poration Finance and Investments.
8 p.m. J.L. Goodwin Theatre,




Come to an informal Career Counseling Roundtable with five Trinity graduates to
discuss issues related to the assessment and choice of careers and work
environments after graduation. - What comprises an organization's "culture"? How
do you know which "culture" will match your needs? How do you evaluate
professional and personal growth opportunities? What do training programs offer?
Alumni/ae attending:
Don Jackson '83 Underwriter, The Travelers
Peter Borges '80 Senior V.P., Oakleaf Development Corp.
Regina Moore Craft '86 Social Worker, City of Hartford (formerly
' with Phoenix Mutual)
Tony Craft '83 Bond Representative, Aetna
Deborah Young 77 Anchor Reporter, WTIC AM/FM
Tuesday, November 14 6:30 - 8:00 p.m.
Alumni Lounge
Refreshments Served
SPONSORED BY THE CAREER COUNSELING OFFICE
sion.
Monday, Nov. 20 - "The Case for
St. Peter in Rome: Roman Ar-
chaeology and Early Christian
Art" by Margaret Finch of the
University of Hartford. 8:15 p.m.
McCook Auditorium. Free admis-
sion. Sposored by the Hartford
Society of the Archaeological
Institute of America in conjunc-
tion with the Trinity College clas-
sics department.
Thursday, Nov. 30 - "Intellectual
Crisis in Modern China," by Pro-
fessor Perry Link, Professor of
Chinese, Princeton University and
former Director of CSCPRC.
Seabury 9-17,1 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
The lecture is free and the public
is invited.
THEATER
Thursday, Nov. 16 - Figure of
Speech Theatre Co. performs
" Anerca," inspired by the artwork
and spirit life of the Alaskan Inuit
Indians. The performance com-
bines actors, dance, shdow thea-
ter and bunraka-style puppets in a
play about the collision of cul-
tures. 8 p.m. J.L. Goodwin The-
atre, Austin Arts Center. General
admission: $10; students and
senior citizens: $5, Box office:
(203) 297-2199.
Monday, Nov. 20 - A perform-
ance in French of Eugene
Ionesco's play, "La Lecon," by
the Theater Company of Claude
Beauclair. 8 p.m. Washington
Room, Mather Hall. Free admis-
sion. Sponsored by Trinity
College's modern languages
department, department of thea-
ter and dance, and Austin Arts
Center.
MUSIC
Friday, Nov. 17 and Saturday,
Nov. 18 - "Carl Orff's "Carmina
Burana," perfomed by the Trinity
College Concert Choir with guest
soloists and orchestra. Conducted
by Trinity College Associate
Professor of Music Gerald
Moshell. 8:15 p.m. Trinity Col-
lege Chapel. General admission:
$6; students and senior citizens:
$4. Box office: (203) 297-2199.
READINGS
Wednesday, Nov. 15 - Poetry
reading by award-winning poet
Brendan Galvin, whose books of
poetry include "Winter Oysters"
and "Atlantic Flyway." 8:15 p.m.
Alumni Lounge. Mather Hall.
Sposored by the Trinity College
Poetry Center. Free admission.
GENERAL
The Department of Modem Lan-
guage would like to express its
gratitude to all those who have
contributed to the success of "Les
Sans Jupons" on October 4th. A
special thanks goes to the Theater
Department for its financial sup-
port as well as its technical exper-
tise.
PERSONALS
Thanks for comin' out. See ya
next fall Officer Denious.
Congratulations Trinity Men's
Soccer, the Tripod would not be
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erect a wall," said German
Democratic Republic (DDR)
leader Walter Ulbrichtin June,
1961. Yet build a wall they
did, when on August 13 of
that year East and West Berlin
became divided by more than
ideological and economic
barriers as the Berlin Wall
stretched across the Mitte and
Kreuzberg, Neukolln and
Treptow districts. Since then,
scores have lost their lives
attempting to cross from the
Soviet-occupied sector,, of
Berlin into West German
territory, many pummeled by
military patrolmen before ever
exiting the DDR. Through the
years, the cement.and barbed
wire VV'all has remained a bitter
realiiy to both those contained,
within it and those on its
periphery.
Upon leaving his post,
ex-East German leader Erich
Honnecker attested that the
Berlin Wall would remain
standing for 50, 100, or even
150 years. Yet in the three
weeks since Honnecker's
f fflSS^ ̂ ig.n<$9Jl. and. ;the;
ascent of new leader Egon
Krenz, East Germans have
experienced the rapid
figura tive—and finally literal
— decay of this massive
monument to Communist
folly. The tide of reform began
with the lessening of travel
restrictions, followed by
modifications of:" the visa
application'': : ' process.
Surprisingly, these landmark
decisions culminated in last
Thursday's announcement of
the suspension of emigration
restrictions for DDR citizens,
as well as the opening of five
gates along the Berlin Wall.
As a result, for the first time in
over 20 years we observers
have been ahead of the
encyclopedias, as we watch
Berliners from both nations
move freely through the
Brandenburg gate and
Checkpoint Charlie, removing
chunks of plaster from the Wall
as one would take marble off
the Acropolis. Many of us wish
we were there to help them.
Although the East
German - Czechoslovak
border has also been opened,
the crumbling of the 29-mile
wall between the two Berlins
has garnered the most
attention. As tangible
evidence of Communist
oppression, the Berlin Wall
stood as a universal symbol of
the physically restrictive
power of the Soviet
government. Atthe same time,
the Wall communicated to the
world the inherent weakness
of a regime that governs
without widespread citizen
support - a government that is
wary of allowing its populace
to go where it pleases, for fear
that some might never return.
As West German President
Richard von Weizsaecker
observed, "The walL.f emains
a memorial to inhumanity."
Yet the destruction of
the wall should not be viewed
as.ajd.dto.ry.of D-emocracy over
Communism, for after the
weekend's revelry ended it
was evident that only
approximately two percent of
the East German population
had emigrated to the West, far
fewer than authorities had
expected. It is clear that some
East Germans want to push
for reform within the system,
and not abolish the their old
way of life, and this is the spirit
in which we should support
their efforts. Change, not
revolution is crucial to their
continued success.
NpwthattheBerlinWall
— this symbol of oppression
— is destroyed, the mindset
that created this wall can be
tempered. When Robert Burns
observed that "Man's
inhumanity to man makes
countless thousands mourn,"
. how little he anticipated what




The writing center will be housed in temporary
quarters this semester while we await the
completion of our new facilities
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Woiid & Nation Writer
On the 11 O'Clock news one
night, I heard that police in Hart-
ford had arrested a 14-year-old
for murder and charged him as an
adult. In Bridgeport last week a
shootout between two gangs re-
sulted in the death of a 16-year-
old and almost killed an entire
family whose house was caught
in the crossfire. Why are teens
committing serious crimes such
as these, and being sentenced as
adults? Furthermore, what back-
ground do all of these kids come
from, such that they have no re-
spect for the law?
The average gang starts with
the individual. Something or
someone persuades a child that
the streets are more fun or more
profitable than school, such as the
"hey, kid, sell this to your friends
and you can make more money
than you will ever need" drug
dealer. In any case, once the teen
is out of the school system, his
close friends will ask him what is
going on. If the gang leader-to-be
is persuasive, then his friends will
join up to obtain easy money, the
feeling of freedom, and a sense of
power at having defied the sys-
tem. Once a gang like this is
established, it prowls the schools,
pressuring younger kids to join or
become "uncool", or in some cases
face physical persuasion.
Such a gang needs territory,
and thus the leader maps out the
area that "belongs" to his gang.
This is where territorial disputes
come in, and violence follows.
Other things that set off gang war
include a member of one gang
switching to another, disputes over
which gang "gets" certain girls,
or destruction of one gang's prop-
erty, whether intentional or not,
(by anyone - it need not be a
member of some other gang. This
is an excuse for the gang whose
property was damaged to wage
war on anyone they want.
Then the role of weaponry
comes into play. How do gangs
acquire the high firepower they
have? In some cases they pay
adults, often dealers, to obtain
weapons through their connec-
tions. In other cases, gangs steal
the guns themselves. Ultimately,
the destructive strength of a given
gang enhances its feelings of free-
dom and power, and thus enables
the gang to recruit new members.
Democratic Stirrings
Communist Governments on Alert
-By Derek Beach-
Special to the Tripod
In the past months there have
been very expiring developements
in Eastern Europe: several months
ago-Poland elected a non-com-
munist goverment,; last month
Hungary declared itself a repub-
lic, and three weeks ago East
German leader Honnecker was
forced to resign. Most impor-
tantly, last Thursday East Ger-
many opened its borders. What is
happening? Why has the Soviet
Union allowed this to happen, and
will the reforms continue?
The term "puppet state" was
coined to describe Eastern Eu-
rope. SinceWorldWarII Eastern
European nations have been po-
litical andeconomic thralls to their
huge eastern neighbor and leader,
the Soyiet Union. Expressive of
this, uprisings, such as those in
Budapest in 1956 and Prague in
1968, were ruthlessly put down
by Communist tanks.
Breaking away from this
oppressive past, free elections
were recently held in Poland. Ten
years ago this would have been an
act of rebellion. When Solidarity
first held strikes in 1981 many
thought that the Soviet Union
would send in tanks to stifle the
protests.' Something has hap-
pened.
Put simply Gorbachev ,
through Glasnost and Per-
estroika, has allowed such changes
to occur, not only in mother Rus-
sia, but in the "buffer zone" be-
tween the East and the West. But
why should the Soviet Union al-
low this?
Because revolution was
bound to happen. It was only
suppressed in '56 and '68, and the
problems were not eliminated.
The reforms that we are seeing
now represent last-ditch efforts to
stave off the inevitable revolts.
But will the reform movements
be successful?
Last spring the democracy
movements in China were
bloodily suppressed by conserva-
tives. Eastern Europe and the
Soviet Union are very different
from China, but blacklashes re-
main possible and even likely,
In the Soviet Union, Gor-
bachev has already begun to ap-
ply the brakes. Last spring he
used gas and tanks against upris-
ings in the Asian republics. This
Gang violence is a problem
that cannot be stopped at any one
root. Arresting the mernbers of
one gang will simply lead to a war
over which gang gets their terri-
tory. Does the solution lie in the
hands of Connecticut citizens who
possess firearms? After all, if the
gangs have firearms, why not the
citizens, and why should the citi-
zens not have full freedom to use
them, like Charles Branson in
Death Wish IV ? The answer to
this lies in the ancient adage that
reads: two wrongs do not make a
right.
Consider: one out of every
two homes in Hartford contains a
firearm. One out of every two
. homes in Hartford i&NOT victim-
ized by gang violence. Further,
these firearms do not harm only
gang members - they can and have
killed innocents, in particular
young children. Beyond this, if a
homeowner shoots a gang mem-
ber, particularly the leader, who is
to say that the gang will riot return
sometime later, and. assault the
home, punching it full of bullet
holes or burning it to (he ground?
These are, of course, exaggerated
models, but the potential for retri-
bution is high. Thus, the solution
to gang violence is not more vio-
lence. • , • .
Education, or more properly
the lack of it, is a major factor in
the formation of gangs. The leader
quits school, his friends follow,
and then they draw more kids out
of school. To insure that these
teenagers stay in school and 6ff
the streets will take more than
current taxpayers are willing to
give, as many have not seen "the
big picture." Today, taxpayers in
every state oppose further taxes
because thay think most of that
money goes to the Department of
Defense, or some other area that
does not need further supplemen-
tation (We have enough firepower
to destroy the world 40 times.
Come on now, is that not
enough?). Once the citizenry sees
that its tax dollars can be used to
improve the community and our
educational system, it will become
a little looser with its wallet.
Support of education oh not a
state, but a national scope will
make dropouts less likely, kids
will resist gangs more strongly,
and the problem of gang violence
will shrink. Yet, realistically
speaking, this problem will never
disappear. The only hinderance
here is the unwillingness of the
communities to help their chil-
dren resist this cycle of violence;
Why, we can never know.
Are you opinionated?
Something on your mind?
• Write for World & Nation.
Submit articles to Box 1310
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World & Nation
What is to Be Done?
Jeff Hawkins & Pat Shannon
The Post Cold-War World: The
Need For A New Mr. X.
The dizzying pace of reform
in the Communist World has
shaken the foundations of Marx-
ism-Leninism and drastically al-
tered our conception of the So-
viet Union; indeed it has made
many of our fundamental beliefs
about our position in the world
obsolete. The seeming end of the
Cold War and the apparent ideo-
logical victory of liberalism over
communism has created a need to
assess and formulate a policy and
plan of action concerning this new
world.
The summer issue of the neo-
conservative quarterly National
Interest published an article which
makes this its thesis: the author,
Francis Fukuyama, asks if man-
kind has reached "The End of
History?". Fukuyama's essay
quickly became a hot topic in
academic circles. This previously
unknown academician and dep-
uty director of the State
Department's policy planning
staff claims that the general dis-
integration of the Soviet empire
is no less than "the triumph of the
West."
Fukuyama's interpretation of
events occurs in a eloquently ar-
gued sixteen-page essay which
draws heavily upon the 19th-cen-
tury German philosopherG.W.F.
Hegel, and in particular Hegel's
The Phenomenology of the Mind.
In his description of the driving
forces of history Fukuyama
adopts a Hegelian viewpoint and
claims that the understanding of
history requires an understand-
ing of the conflicts of human
consciousness and ideologies. To
Hegel, and thus Fukuyama, his-
tory itself has been along struggle
whose climax will be the realiza-
tion of the innate, idea of freedom
in the human mind.
Fukuyama takes his proofs
from the defeat of Totalitarian
regimes in the 20th century; the
victory of the Western forces and
namely the United States repre-
sent forhim the end of the struggle
of history. "What we may be wit-
nessing," he states, "is not just the
end of the Cold War, or the pass-
ing of a particular period of post-
war history, but the end of history
as such, that is, the end point of
mankind's ideological evolution
and the universalization of West-
ern liberal democracy as the final
form of human government."
The article gained instant
popularity; a Washington new-
sdealer commented that the sum-
merissueofThe National Interest
was "outselling everything, even
the pornography." The article
became a instant sensation, partly
because of Fukuyama's position
as policy maker in a State Depart-
ment think tank.
Possible connections be-
tween the article and Bush ad-
ministration policies have raised
many eyebrows in Washington.
In 1947, George Kennan, the
founding director of the policy-
planning staff, wrote an article in
another academic quarterly, For-
e'8i Affairs. His article outlined
a policy stressing the need for "a
long-term, patient but firm and
vigilant containment of Russian
expansive tendencies." Kennan's
specific geopolitical philosophy
of containment became the foun-
dation for America's policies
during the Cold War years. Ken-
nan signed his article only with
the letter "X". With a new world
situation at hand, many have
looked to Fukuyama as a possible
new Mr. X.
Unfortunately the United
States has not found another Mr.
X in Fukuyama. Mr. Fukuyama
neglects to include half of the
world's population in his treatise,
he completely ignores the situ-
ation of the Third World. He
states simply that, "For our pur-
poses, it matters very little what
strange thoughts occur to people
in Albania or Burkina Faso, for
we are interested in what one could
in some sense call the common
ideological heritage of mankind,"
Despite their relative unimpor-
tance to Fukuyama, these coun-
tries have as much consciousness
as the world in which Fukuyama
takes interest. History is still very
much in motion in these countries
which seem to have little interest
in the development of a liberal
ideology.
Perhaps Fukuyama overlooks
the fact that for these people the
promise of food and universal em-
ployment which Marxism guar-
antees is far more important than
the development of a society in
which the liberal ideal of individ-
ual freedom flourishes.
Not only does Fukuyama fail
to successfully include the Third
World in his discussion, but his
writing predates and thus com-
pletely misses the massacre in
Tianamen Square. Throughout
the article, Fukuyama holds that
although "China could not now
be described in any way as a lib-
eral democracy.", it "can no longer
act as a beacon for illiberal forces
around the world". He contends
that the reforms following the
death of Chairman Mao Zedong
show a great "dynamism, initia-
tive, and openness". As we have
seen over the summer, China has
lost any hint of benevolence that it
had, and that the statements of
Fukuyama are no longer valid.
The events in China have pain
fully demonstrated that liberal-
ism has not triumphed, and thus
by Fukuyama's own definition,
China has set the machinery of
history back into motion. Cer-
tainly the exampleof China shows
that the transition from commu-
nism to liberalism, upon which
Fukuyama rests his thesis, is by
no means guaranteed.
Even if history has not come
to an end, many of Francis
Fukuyama's points are appropri-
ate. We are at a time where the
policies of the original "X" des-
perately need to be reassessed, if
not completely reworked. The
aforementioned example of China
shows the fragility of the reforms
in the Communist world.
The notion of containment
which is so central to American
foreign policy has become obso-
lete; rather than active contain-
ment, a policy of active involve-
ment is necessary.
Since his ascent to power in
the Soviet Union, Gorbachev has
set into motion a series of revolu-
tionary reforms which after forty
years of stalemate, would allow
agreement between the govern-
ments of the East and the West.
As we have seen, reforms are in
no way irreversible, their failure
would lead to a far more conser-
vative rule in the Soviet Union
and the progress of the past years
would be negated.
The importance of the vic-
tory of Perestroika is of vital
concern not only to the Soviet
Union but to the United States as
well. Indeed there needs to be
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active effort and encouragement
on the part of America to bring
reforms to fruition. This active
involvement could take many
possible forms; monetary, advi-
sory and outward political sup-
port would be most efficacious.
In 1947 Kennan perceived
that the most menacing threat to
American liberalism and democ-
racy was the expansionist ten-
dency of the Soviet Union. In
1989, the threat to America and
liberalism comes not from with-
out, but from within. After forty
years of Cold War, and a philoso-
phy of Us versus Them, many
internal problems have been ne-
glected and now require our at-
tention.
Even after the declaration of
"a war on drugs", the plague of
drugs and drug-related crimes
remain a crippling factor in most
of the major cities in the United
States. Among the leading world
powers, America has an inordi-
nate amount of hunger and home-
lessness, and the disparity between
the rich and the poor only contin-
ues to grow. Our ability to solve
these and the other problems
which grip the nation, is severely
hampered by the expanding
budget deficit. Lawmakers lack
sufficient funds to institute pro-
grams which would help to eradi-
cate the social failings which they
face.
While Fukuyama's essay has
intrinsic flaws, his realization that
history has changed is of utmost
importance. Kennan's vocabu-
lary of containment which has
characterized the post-war period
needs to be revised. In order to
assure an end to the Cold War and
to secure an important place in the
post-Cold War world, the United
States must exercise direct in-
volvement not only internation-
ally but within its pwn borders as
well. * ; , - • > : • : • : • • • • :;•:•••••
Death Penalty
Is PunishmentTruly an Answer?
-By Dana Cimilluca-
Special to the Tripod
Ideologically, the death pen-
alty is inherently self-contradic-
tory. Presumably one of its pri-
mary aims is to demonstrate
society'scommitmenttothe sanc-
tity of life by imposing the ulti-
mate penalty upon those who
violate it. However it seems that
a bolder display of this commit-
ment would be to protect the right
to life even of those who have
forfeited it. This theory, articu-
lated by profesor George Boyd of
Trinity University in Texas in The
Christian Century operates on the
assumption that there are indeed
some crimes that warrant the death
penalty, but that if society resorts
to capital retribution for these, to
be consistent it should also em-
ploy torture for crimes of a more
moderate nature.
Recently the prominent issue
regarding capital punishment has
involved accusations' that racial11
prejudice influences deatti'seft-
tences and executions. Consider^
ing even the possibility that such
injustice occurs and the greater
possibility of poor jury selection,
the risks regarding the improper
administration of capital punish-
ment outweigh its benefits.
In 1986 the Supreme Court
decided that to execute a madman
violates the Eighth Amendment
to the Constitution which outlaws
"cruel and unusual punishment."
The resultof this decision is that a
previously sane person on death
row who can prove his insanity
will be relieved of his death sen-
tence and taken presumably to a
place where his affliction can be
dealt with. Not only does this
provide a viable loophole for
anyone wishing to escape punish-
ment, but it demonstrates one of
the many inconsistencies of this
country's system of capital pun-
ishment, which exemplify the
death penalty's illogical nature.
PART-TIME
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World & Nation
Statistics Cast Harsh Light on Executions
Examination of Evidence SuggestsFlaws in Death Penalty
-By Matt Drinkwater
World & NationStqffWriter
For thousands of years, man
has been put to death in the name
of justice. Countries around the
world — including the United
States —have continued to util-
ize the death penalty as a means of
just punishment for a wide variety
of crimes. Many think these
executions are justified. After all,
these people do not deserve to
live, right?
Wrong. The death penalty is
an anachronism in the most true
sense of the word. Seventy-two
nations have abolished capital
punishmentandhoneof these have
had an increase in the number of
violent crimes. Clearly, execu-
tions can be replaced by other
forms of rehabilitation and pun-
ishment without serious side efr
fects.
', The reasons for the the United
States to follow the example of
these other countries by federally
prohibitingcapitalpunishmentfar
outweigh any reason to keep it.
To begin with, the death penalty
simply does not deterpersons from
comiiting serious crimes. Clinton
T. Duffy, former warden of San
Quentin Prison, once said, "I have
yet to meet the man that let the
thought of [execution] stop him
from committing murder." Stud-
ies by professor Thorsten Sellin
and the National Academy of
Sciences both derived that, statis-
tically, the existence of capital
punishment does notconclusively
deter criminals from homicide.
The reason is simple: murderers
rarely think twice before pulling
the trigger. At any rate, there are
other, more efficacious methods
of deterrence possessed by the
United States.
Focusing on the death
penalty's ability (or lack thereof)
to deter potential criminals, how-
ever, is avoiding the most impor-
tant argument against capital
punishment: the socio-political
and moral ramifications. First, it
is wasteful financially. The cost
of feeding and boarding criminals
that would otherwise be killed is a
small percentage of the upkeep of
Death Row, maintenance of the
apparatus, and the endless court
battle and procedures surround-
ing the death penalty. Thus,
"getting rid of them" is not a
simple, quick, and cheap action
thatmanythinkitis. And besides,
there were only 1,700 Death Row
prisoners in 1985; would an in-
flux of less than two thousand
more criminals into "normal"
prisons all across the country cause
prison costs to skyrocket? •
Another reason the abolition
of capital punishment is bias
against Blacks and other minori-
ties in America. Regardless of his
crime, a White, middle- or upper-
class person has little to fear from
the threat of execution (Yet an-
other reason why the death pen-
alty cannot deter people). From
1935 to 1965, 53.6% of all per-
sons sent to their deaths by the
state were Black, even though they
accounted for around 12% of the
total population. Marvin
Wolfgang states in his book
Capital Punishment: the Inevita-
bility of Caprice and Mistake,
College Ratings Overrated
"During the twenty-year period
from 1945 to 1965 in seven South-
ern states... there has been a sys-
tematic, differential practice of
imposing the death penalty on
Blacks for rape and, most particu-
larly, when the defendants are
Black and the victims are White."
Plainly, the death penalty shows
America has a long way to go in
ridding itself of racism.
In a Constitutional sense, the
existence of the death penalty is
quite obviously wrong. The
Eighth Amendment prohibits
"cruel and unusual punishment,"
When reviewing the Furman v.
Georgia case, Justices Marshall
and Brennan came to the conclu-
sion that capital punishment
"serves no purpose that life im-
prisonment could not serve
equally well." The criminal is
removed from society for his
heinous crimes making further
retributions unnecessary; he
should not be killed for vengeful
reasons.
Some think that this issue is
not one for the Supreme Court to
decide. Some ask why "the will of
the people," or the Congress,
cannot decide. The answer is,
simply, that this is a Constitu-
tional issue and should be dealt
with as such by the High Court. In
the words of Justice Jackson, "The
very purpose of the Bill of Rights
was to withdraw certain subjects
from the vicissitudes of political
controversy, to place them beyond
the reach of majorities and offi-
cials."
The most obvious reason for
not having a death penalty seems
to be addressed rarely — simply
that death is irrevocable. If a
mistake is found post-mortem, the
dead person cannot be granted a
pardon. At least eight times within
the last hundred years this situ-
ation has occurred in the United
States.
Finally, most people in the
U.S. are of the Judeo-Christian
faith. Though the Bible states,
"an eye for an eye," it also states
quite clearly, "thou shalt not kill."
It states this without such excep-
tions as "unless you kill a mur-
derer." Why do so many people
favor a form of punishment that so
strongly clashes with their most
fundamental beliefs?
The time has come for capital
punishment to be a thing of the
past. As a new millennium ap-
proaches, let us not forget the




"I find the whole thing de-
pressing. It purports to render the
public a service when in fact it is
a fraudulent exercise, which they
know to be fraudulent but which
they continue because it sells a lot
of magazines."
President of Middlebury College
Olia Robinson
Were any of you infuriated
or distressed by the recent survey
of American colleges and univer-
sities done by U.S. News and
World Report ? If you were, then
you were only one of a long line of
college students and administra-
tors who disagreed with the sur-
vey, not only this year but every
year since the survey began. In
fact, two years ago several col-
lege administrators, led by Olin
Robinson, were so upset over the
methods used to determine rank-
ings that they marched into the
magazine's office to complain to
the writers.
But the complaints contin-
ued when this year's rankings were
released as well, even though the
criteria was expanded and the
rankings were "more fair." Sen-
ior editor of U S. News and World
Report Robert Morse said the
rankings were "the most so-
phistiicated thing out there."
Sophisticated or not, the coon-
troversy surrounding the college
survey issue of U S. News contin-
ues to grow, and for good reason.
One cause of the controversy
raised regaiding the rankings is
the fact that the issue is continu-
ally one of the biggest sellers of
the year, always rated in the top
three. Another reason for the
upheaval is that some issues'
rankings in past years were based
on information released by 200
college presidents from across the
nation. Obviously, the method of
receiving data solely from col-
lege presidents allows for a
skewed perspective of each
school's strong and weak points,
resulting in a positive or negative
bias. For this year's survey, ques-
tionnaires were sent to 3879 col-
lege presidents, academic deans,
and admissions officers at 1294
institutions. Yet the majority of
this varied information was used
solely to rate the schools' aca-
demic reputations.
President of the American
Council on Education Robert
Atwell leads administrators in
their battle against U.S. News .
This council represents 1600 col-
leges and universities. Referring
to the college ranking issue as an
"annual travesty," Atwell states,"
I think that arriving at five criteria
for determining institutional qual-
ity oversimplifies a very complex
problem. A.C.E. has asked U.S.
News to cease and desist, "We've
asked them in letters and we've
met with them and the answer
comes back in so many words that
the issue sells magazines," con-
cludes Atwell.
Regardless of the economic
incentive, a survey which creates
such controversy needs to be
reevaluated and redesigned, es-
pecially when it elicits such strong
condemnations, from academi-
cians themselves. Although this
year's survey was better informed,
it still neglects many human as-
pects of col lege life which cannot
be expressed in numbers. In
addition, themannerin which U S.
News weighs the criteria seems
unfair, as less emphasis is placed
on the actual curriculum or aca-
demic qualities of a college by
lumping them into one category.
This does not allow the specifics
of a college to shine.
Though a ranking of every
aspect of an institution would be
extremely difficult, certain advan-
tages of the individual schools
could be noted somewhere.
Moreover, the only colleges high-
lighted in the issue are those in the
top five. Nowhere was a small
institution like Trinity profiled.
Yes, Trinity was ranked 20th, but
if the issue's purpose was to show
the superiority of certain colleges,
then factors other than endow-
ment and mean grade point aver-
age should be taken into account.
One must also note that these rat-
ings are read by curious high
school seniors who have begun
the college application process and
may view these reviews as a de-
termin ing factor in deciding which
schools to apply to, and the
higher a school rates the
better. But higher isn't
always better. It is bad
enough that many people
apply to colleges solely for
theirprestigious reputation
and not their benefits for
the individual student.
This survey provides stu-
dents with yet another
smokescreen to cloud the
true pros and cdns of the
schools which they will
choose from.
U.S. News' college
issue benefits colleges at
the top of its list. Rank can
be important, but if these
rankings obscure the in-
formation provided in the
issue, then there is some-
thing wrong. There is little
doubt that the issue also
benefits, appropriately, the
regional colleges and uni-
versities that do not enjoy
widespread recognition.
But what about the schools
that do not reap the bene-
fits of being in the top five
of the national categories?
For all its deficiencies, the
survey will reappear next
year when the 1990 rank-
ings are released. Hope-
fully by then the magazine
will have eliminated the
glitches inherent in such a
superficial analysis of the
strengths and weaknesses
ofournation'scollegesand
universities. The fact that
rankings mean little in the
overall value of a school
must be realized; other-
wise, many impressionable
students selecting a col-
lege will look to numbers












four defenders, beats the goal-
keeper and scores, Jordan receives
the ball at the baseline beats a
triple-team and slams the ball over
the opposing centers head,
Gretzky swings from behind the
net and puts the puck past the
goalie's blind side; these scenar-
ios have been repeated what seems
to be thousands of times by three
of the greatest athletes in sports.
In the last ten years these three
professional athletes have not
only dominated their respective
arenas, but they have literally
transcended sport.
From his rookie season
Wayne Gretzky has reigned su-
preme in the National Hockey
League, winning eight straight
Hart (MVP) awards meanwhile
adding a ninth last season. In
eleven seasons he accomplished
what it took the former king of
hockey Gordie Howe, five dec-
ades to achieve.
The statistics are only one
facet of these athletes pure domi-
nation of their sport. On being
traded to Los Angeles a season
ago cries were heard in Alberta
that will sure to ring for years to
come. Edmonton not only dealt
away the best, most prolific scorer
in the history of the game, they
also squandered away countless
millions of dollars. Wayne
Gretzky is not simply a hockey
player, he is an institution, who
has captured the hearts of an en-,
tire continent. Gretzky has not
only shattered every scoring rec-
ord in NHL history, he has done
the impossible, established a
successful hockey team in a most
un-hockey hockey area:Los
Angeles. Gretzky has simply
become, "The Great One."
The pure glamor and pres-
tige that Gretzky has brought to
hockey is tantamount the Michael
Jordan's domination of profes-
sional basketball. Since his in-
ception in the league in 1984,
Jordan too has become an institu-
tion within his sport. Consecu-
tive scoring titles and an MVP
award have established Jordan as
a great player, but not the best.
Mr. Jordan earned deity status
after single-handedly brining his
team to the doorstep of the NBA
finals. Last second buckets
against the Knicks and Cavaliers
saw many question if Jordan
should be in the same league as
the rest of the NBA.
Jordan and Gretzky have
imposed their domination in team
sports, unlike a Mike Tyson who






in dismembering his foe. Jordan
left college after two three sea-
sons, realizing that amateur com-
petition was below him. Jordan,
the college player of the year in
his sophomore and junior seasons,
has gone on to unprecedented
greatness early in hisprofessional
career. Jordan has also become a
figurehead for the grace of bas-
ketball and has become the figure
for countless endorsement dol-
lars in every form of advertise-
ment available.
Jordan has not only tripled
Chicago season ticket holders he
has also doubled the draw in every
city that the Bulls visit. Whether
scoring 63 points in a losing cause
against the Celtics or shooting the
jumper to beat the Cavs Jordan
has definitely become money in
the bank.
One professional sports fig-
ure that has transcended sport on
an international level is Argen-
tina soccer player Diego Mara-
dona. Maradona, who was re-
cently named athlete of the dec-
ade in Great Britain has become
the new Pele in a sports that needs
the exposure on this continent.
Diego too has become an institu-
tion not only in his home country
of Argentina, he has also become
the hero of countless million in
Europe and beyond. After mov-
ing to Naples to play in the Italian
league, Maradona's home in
Argentina was fire bombed and
he received countless death
threats.
Maradona's style of play have
also made him a unique athlete.
Maradona is a purely left-footed
player, which is very limiting for
a soccer player, especially at the
international level. In leading his
country to the 1986 Copa Mun-
dial, Maradona was the target of
brutal attacks by the opposing
countries. In the final game he
was fouled nine time, emphasiz-
ing that every time he has the ball
opponent want to hurt him.
Maradona was offered 21
million dollars to play for a French
team, but the underground busi-
nessmen of Naples would not
allow this. Figures state that he
has meant $20 billion for the
Naples economy, not to mention
his importance in the European
Cup.
In rising above sports these
athletes have meant lucrative
rewards fortheirowners and have
become the heroes of children and























**Special Benefit Performance on Sunday!
i A portion of the proceeds will go to The AIDS Project Harlford.
I Please join us for a post performance reception. Performance and
I reception is $15.
Thursday; Wo* 16 at 8:00 pm
Saturday, Nov: 18 at 8:00 pm
Sunday Nov. 19 at 7:00 pm
For best seats call the
WORKS Box Office at:
(203) 233-8333.
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Sports
Men's Hoops Looks to Continue Winning Ways
-By Cara Cahalan-
Special to the Tripod
The men's basketball team
will officially open its season on
November 27lh at 7:30 againts
Westfeild State in Massachussets.
Trinity won the ECAC champi-
onships against Rhode Island
College last year and has captured
thetitlefourofthelasteightyears.
Unfortunately, Trinity lost five
seniors of last years squad, four of
whom made up the first seven
players on the court.
However the future is not
bleak, Trinity will retain three very
skilled players. The sole return-
ing senior, will be Michael Stubbs,
a6'8" co-captain andpaintplayer.
Stubbs lead the country in re-
bounding with 12.6 caroms per
game. He is also an Division III
Ail-American canidate. Head
coach Stan Ogrodnick will be
looking to Stubbs for leadership
this year, considering how young
the team is. The second vital
returner will be co-captain Joe
Reilly. Reillyisa6'0"juniorwho
started the last two games and
recieved the most valuable player
award in the Liberty Bank Clas-
sics tournament in the 88-89 sea-
son. Coach Ogrodnick predicted
"wearelookingatJoeasthe point
guard and the teams "QB" on the
floor.". Matt Vaughn is the third
of the vital trio. Vaughn, a so-
phmore smal] forward or off-
guard, started seven games last
season as a freshman. An all
around player and an excellent
three point shooter (ranked fourth
in the country last season) will
help balance the team. Trinity
will be expecting big things form
Matt this year.
The remaining players are al 1
extremely close in ability, which
will make choosinga starting line-
up very difficult for Head Coach
Ogrodnik and his assistants
Charles Driscoll and Bob Healy.
Players in contention for an off-
guard or small forward spot will
be 5' 11" junior Chris Hinchey,
5'10" sophomore Mike Allan,
6'2" DeniseMcCoy, 6'2" sopho-
more Damon Scott and 6'3" so-
phomore MattPerno. The big man
position will be again a close battle
between a junior and three fresh-
man. The 6'10" junior Antonio
Roca from the Canary Islands has
showed vast improvement but his
competition will be fierce. The
freshman paint players will be
6'6"MarkO'Day (whohas shown
considerable improvement turn-
ing into apleasantsurprise forthe
coaching staff) from Wilton, Ct.,
6*8" Pieter Vander Heide from
Windam, Ct., and 6'8" Doug
Rausch (who presently has a slight
injury) from Hicksville, Long
Island.
There will also be three for-
mer J.V. players working for
Varsity spots. The trio consist of
Matt McGowan, Jeramy Lappen,
and Dave Lillevand, all of whom
are sophomores.
Although there will be tough
competion for the starters spots,
Coach Ogrodnik will be able to
use alot of players due to their
individual specialties and very-
close skill capability.
It looks as if the Bants tough-
est opponent will be Williams who
forced Trinity into three overtimes
in last years semi-final game for
ECAC's. Williams will be re-
turning most of its squad and
should give Trinity a run for its
money. The first home game will
be Saturday, December 2nd at 8:00.
Record-Breaking Romp
The Trinity Cheerleaders returned to Jessee Field this year after a season's absence. Photo by Sue Muik
Continued from Page 20
Two Tim Jenson '90 field
goals and rushes by Levine and
Redgate allowed the Bantams to
capitalize on all but the last two
posessions of the first half. A 79-
yard sprint by a Wesleyan receiver
was the only bright spot for the
Cardinals, who trailed 27-7 at the
half.
Ten more points in the sec-
ond half rounded out a season-
high 516 yard offensive perform-
ance which combined lethal air
and ground attacks. Todd Levine
fans were not dissapointed by the
veteran signal caller's 273 yards
passing. In the second quarter
Levine combined with wide re-
ceiver Rocco DeMaio '91, who
made a spectacular diving grab
just shy of the end zone.
The Bantam's ground attack
was equally impressive,' Kevin
RisCassi '92 rushed for a 160
yards, his best game of the season,
as Trinity ran the ball for 243
yards.
Trinity fans have become
used to the Bantams exciting air
attack, but the defense turned in
an equally compelling perform-
ance as they terrorized Wesley an's
quarterback.
Defensive ends Rob Sick-
enger '90 and Jeff Buzzi '90 tossed
Wesleyan's offensive linemen
aside in their search for the
Cardinal's Jeff D'Onifrio, who
was forced to throw most of his
passes after a hurried three-step
drop. Despite his attempts to avoid '
the Trinity pass rush, D'Onifrio
was sacked 10 times for a loss of
87 yards.
These sacks, combined with
outstanding pursuit on running
plays, pushed Wesleyan's total
rushing yardage to negative 67
for the game.
The victory brought the
team's record to 7-1, the best
record since 1970 and Coach Don
Miller's tenth straight winning
season.
Kegs
Busch T/2 • & 3
Busch 1/4 I


















































































































































































Only a turkey would pass on High
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against #1 ranked Notre
Dame. Unfortunately the
extra point was blocked




















































Athlete of the Week
The College View
Athlete of the Week is
Terry McNamara.
Terry's 9 receptions in
the defeat of Wesleyan
set a new Trinity and
New England Division
III record of 157 career
receptions.
The View Specials
Come to The View for Dinner!
Pitchers of B'usch are only $3
when you order a meal between
6 p.m. and 8 p.m.
Monday Night Football
Free pizza and $3 pitchers of
Mil's Best from kickoff to ending
Sunday Night - Pitchers of
Milwaukee's Best are onlt $3
between 9 p.m. and closing
1 *",'
I' , ,
;'! ^ " i
!:A W - 1
Trinity Pummels Wesleyan 37-7
McNamara, Jenson, Toth Set Records
-By Robert E. Cockburn-
Editor-in-Chief
Records were falling at Jessee
Field Saturday like the sky on
Chicken Little.
Trinity's 37-7 dismantling of
Wesleyan Saturday raised the
Bantams record to 7-1, securing
second place in the New England
Small College Athletic Confer-
ence. Williams defeated Amherst
17-14 at Williamstown to com-
plete the Ephs first undefeated
season and clinch the NESCAC
crown.
Three seniors capped their
final season by setting records. A
33-yard field goal by Tim Jenson
'90 in the second quarter broke
the school record for points in one
season by a place kicker. Jenson
blew past the previous 49-point
mark, kicking for 13 points on the
day and 57 points for the season.
Darren Toth '90 put his name
in the record books with his out-
standing play on special teams,
setting a new standard for punt
returns. Passing the season punt
return record of 30, Toth fielded a
total of 10 kicks for 79 yards.
The final record of the day
was a family affair. Terry Mc-
Namara came into the game only
six catches short of the Trinity
career reception record, nine short
of the New England career rec-
ord, and eleven shy of the season
reception record. McNamara's
older brothers Pat '78 and Tim
'84 each caught 67 passes during
a single season.
With the clock ticking in the
fourth quarter, McNamara's fa-
ther watched nervously from the
sideline as his son chased the
career reception record. "I don't
know. If they get the ball to him he
can get [the record.] Then he only
needs three more for the New
England [career reception]' rec-
ord."
With 7:34 remaining in the
game, quarterback Todd Levine
'90 connected with McNamara in
the Wesleyan end zone for a new
Trinity record [155J and the last
of the Bants' 37 points. 'Tmjust
so happy for Terry. His brothers
having the record was a big load
to bear," the elder McNamara
exclaimed.
The jubilation subsided
quickly as Trinity regained pos-
ession of the ball and McNamara
set out to break the New England
Tecord. Aftertwoincompletions,
Lev ine found his favorite receiver
on two concecutive plays to set a
New England Division III record
of 157 career receptions.
"I'm sorry he couldn't catch
up with Pat and Tim, but he got
the career records and that's good
enough for me," said McNamara's
extatic father.
Though the accomplishments
of McNamara, Jenson, Toth and
Levine, who broke the Trinity
passing record against Amherst
the week before, were great per-
sonal stories, several other play-
ers had outstanding games as the
Bants took the Cardinals to the
cleaners.
Trinity scored on their open-
ing drive and never looked back.
After taking possession at
midfield, quarterback Todd Lev-
ine '90, behind his mammoth
offensive line, spearheaded a 7-
play, 48-yard drive which culmi-
nated in a 21-yard pass to Steve
Redgate'91.
Please see Record, Page 18 Kevin RisCassi '92 (#29) breaks a Wesleyan tackle. Photo by Robert Z Cockbum
Carrie Pike Places 20th
In NCAA Div. Ill Meet
•Receiver Terry McNamara '90 beats the Trinity
and New England Division III career receiving
record with 157 catches.
> Place kicker Tim Jenson !90 sets a new Trinity
record with 57 points this season
Special teams Darren Toth '90 surpassed
Trinity's record of 30 punt returns in a season
-By Caroline Bailey-
Sports Writer
This past Saturday, both the
men's and women's cross Coun-
try teams travelled to Dartmouth,
Massachusetts, home of Southern
Massachusetts university, to run
in the NCAA Division III New
England Regional race which
decides which runners will go on
to compete at the national level.
The competition consisted of
hi 111 kM li I • Lioll ll tl I IhllVll l l- I ilILl \ \ ll V 111 his III I IIIH HI till si I till
Photo by Robert E. Cockburn
thirty-three women's teams, in-
cluding running powerhouses
Smith, Williams, Bates, and Bran-
deis. Aside from the strong gusts
of wind, the course was flat and
fast except for a mud swamp
covered with shaky plywood
which bounced as the runners
crossed over it.
After a quick shot at the start
gun, the women's race was off
and running at a face pace through
the fields which made up about
two thirds of the course. The two
hundred plus runners stretched out
into what looked like a long pack
and parade.
Carrie Pike '93 led Trinity
runners the entire race and came
in a fantastic twentieth overall.
Claire Summers '92 ran a strong
race and broke the twenty-two
minute mark with the help of coach
Dave Barry's cheering. She came
in second for Trinity. PamNovak
'93, Abby Bordner '93, Laura
Kearney '90 and Caroline Bailey
'90 all came in during the twenty-
third minute.
While happy about finishing
the race, seniors Kearney, Bailey,
and Elizabeth Hines were sad to
finish their last cross country
season at Trinity. The team fin-
ished a respectable nineteenth out
of thirty-three.
After a rousing cheer of
"Psycho Chicken," the men's team
lined up at the start. Again a quick
start signal starter the race off at a
quick pace. The lead runner from
Brandeis broke away from the
pack early and led the whole way,
his nearest competitor from Tufts
a full half-minute behind him the
whole race.
Mike Joyce '90 and David
Payne '92 led the way for Trinity
for the first mile, but Joyce pulled
away and Payne had to drop out of
the race, still not feeling well after
having been sick for most of the
past week. Joyce ran a strong
time of 27:52. Kevin Hall '92
came in next with a time of 28:44.
Mike Fagan '90 came in at 29:24
followed by John Claud '91 at
29:37. Tito Lord '90 finished
with a time of 29:55.
The men's team results were
not released in time for Trinity to
collect them before the long ride
back to Hartford. Brandeis won
the team overall championship.
Overal 1, the teams had a tough
season with injuries. However,:
both teams maintained a high
morale and enjoyed their i mining,
first ycai coach Bairy '85 was
very supportive of all the runners,
training them hard and cheering
loudly at l aces aces.
Next season should piove to
be a good one for both teams, the
women having a strong nucleus in
Summers, Novak, Bordner, and
the amazing Pike who has given
all the lop runners in ihe league a
urn for their money, while the
men's team can build around the
strong nucleus of Hall, Claud,
Payne, and Jon Ives '93.
Men's Basketball Preview , Men's X-Country Times
.NESCAC, Yankee Conference and Colonial League Final Standings
